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ABSTRACT

The subject of this thesis is traceability in continuous processes, i.e. the ability to trace products 
or batches through a certain process. Examples of the benefits from traceability are that it 
minimises the extent to which products are affected by product recalls and assures lot 
uniformity in production. The traceability in part production is often high, since various kinds 
of identification markers can be attached to a product or batch and followed. Further, the 
literature in the traceability field is dominated by descriptions of traceability issues in parts 
production. However, creating traceability in continuous processes implies vast challenges: 
process flows can be parallel, serial and reflux; sub processes can be continuous as well as batch-
wise. These challenges are not commonly addressed in the research literature about traceability. 
Continuous processes are commonly found in process industries such as the mining, dairy and 
food, paper, and steel industries. 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore and describe how traceability can be improved in 
continuous processes. A research study consisting of a case study was designed and performed 
to fulfil the purpose. The results from the study are described in four papers. 

In Paper 1, various traceability methods that could be used to improve traceability in 
continuous processes are identified and described together with their advantages and 
disadvantages. A mind map connecting different terms of traceability found in the literature is 
also presented. Further, the mind map describes how traceability may be improved in a 
continuous process. In Paper 2, a procedure to develop a flow simulation model for a process 
section to improve traceability is presented. The constructed flow model is then used to 
simulate the product flow in the pelletizing plants at LKAB. In Paper 3, a novel method to 
create traceability in a granular product flow using radio frequency identification (RFID) 
technique is presented. RFID is a wireless and automatic data capturing technique. The 
method showed promising results when it was initially tested at a conveyor. In Paper 4, the 
RFID technique is tested in two full scale experiments in a distribution chain of iron ore 
pellets at LKAB. Different types of RFID-tags and tag containers are tested in the experiments. 
The results of the experiments show that the RFID technique can be used to improve 
traceability in the distribution chain. 

Finally, the results from the research study illustrate that it may be possible to improve 
traceability in continuous processes by applying the presented traceability methods.  

Keywords: Traceability; Continuous processes; Process industry; Radio frequency 
identification; flow model simulation; iron ore pellets. 
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SWEDISH ABSTRACT 

Avhandlingen behandlar spårbarhet i kontinuerliga processer. Kontinuerliga processer återfinns 
exempelvis inom processindustrier såsom gruv-, livsmedel-, pappers- och stålindustrier. Med 
spårbarhet menas förmågan att kunna följa en produkt eller produktionssats genom en specifik 
process. Exempel på fördelar med en hög spårbarhet är att antalet produkter som behöver 
återkallas vid en produktåterkallning minskas samt att likformighet inom en produktionsserie 
kan säkerställas. Vid stycketillverkning är spårbarheten ofta hög, eftersom produkterna eller 
produktionssatserna normalt är märkta med ett unikt identifikationsnummer som kan följas 
genom processen. Att skapa hög spårbarhet i kontinuerliga processer inbegriper dock en mängd 
problem. Exempelvis kan en naturlig produktenhet saknas, processflöden kan vara parallella, 
seriella och innehålla återflöden och delprocesser kan vara kontinuerliga eller satsvisa. 
Problemen som rör kontinuerliga process tas vanligtvis inte upp i forskningslitteraturen som 
behandlar spårbarhet.

Syftet med avhandlingen är att undersöka och beskriva hur spårbarheten kan förbättras i 
kontinuerliga processer. För att uppfylla syftet har forskningen bedrivits i form av en fallstudie. 
Resultatet av studien är beskriven i fyra artiklar. 

I artikel 1 identifieras och beskrivs olika spårbarhetsmetoder som kan användas till att förbättra 
spårbarheten i kontinuerliga processer samt styrkor och svagheter för varje metod. En 
tankekarta över hur olika begrepp inom ämnesområdet spårbarhet hänger ihop presenteras 
också. Tankekartan beskriver även översiktligt ett tänkbart tillvägagångssätt för att försöka 
förbättra spårbarheten i en kontinuerlig process. I artikel 2 presenteras en strategi för att ta fram 
en flödesmodell över en process i syfte att förbättra spårbarheten. Den upprättade 
flödesmodellen används även till att simulera produktflödet genom en specifik process, i detta 
fall LKABs pelletsverk i Malmberget. I artikel 3 beskrivs och testas en innovativ metod för att 
förbättra spårbarheten i granulära produktflöden. Metoden innebär att RFID (radio frekvens 
identifieringsteknik) används för att skapa spårbarhet i det granulära produktflödet. RFID är en 
trådlös och automatisk identifieringsteknik. De initiala experimenten med tekniken vid ett 
transportband för en granulär produkt visade lovande resultat. I artikel 4 beskrivs resultaten från 
två fullskaliga experiment med RFID-tekniken i en distributionskedja för den granulära 
produkten järnmalmspellets. Olika modeller av taggar (den identifieringsbara markören) och 
behållare för taggar testades i experimenten. Resultaten från experimenten tyder på att RFID 
är en metod som kan användas för att förbättra spårbarheten i den studerade 
distributionskedjan.

Sammanfattningsvis så indikerar resultaten ifrån forskningsstudien att det är möjligt att förbättra 
spårbarheten i kontinuerliga processer genom att använda de spårbarhetsmetoder som beskrivs i 
avhandlingen.

Nyckelord: Spårbarhet; Kontinuerliga processer; Processindustri; RFID; Simulering av 
flödesmodeller; Järnmalmspellets.
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reflectivity, and specific gravity. 
Pelletising The process of compressing or moulding products into 
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Perfectly mixed flow A flow where the flow at the inlet is assumed to be 

completely and instantly mixed into the volume of the 
reactor.

Plug flow A flow where no mixing is assumed to occur and the 
particles therefore enter and exit in the same order.

Sintering The method for making objects from mineral powder by 
heating the material until the particles adhere to one 
another.

Space time The time necessary to process, for example, one reactor’s 
or silo’s volume based on the entrance conditions. 

Residence time distribution The probability distribution function that describes the 
amount of time a particle or element could spend inside 
a process section. 

Tailing The material left over after extracting the ore from the 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In September 2007, Mattel Inc. recalled 675,000 Barbie accessory toys due to violation of a 
lead paint standard (U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission). Moreover, Robert Bosch 
Tool Corporation recalled 811,000 Skil circular saws due to a laceration hazard in August 2007 
(U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission). Even though companies aim to produce and 
deliver flawless products, recall announcements like the ones mentioned above are issued daily, 
and most consumer product stores handle product complaints every day. This reveals that 
defective products and product deviations are not always identified directly. Traceability is 
therefore important to gain knowledge of causes for product property deviations, since it 
makes it possible to trace product deviations back to the causes found in the production 
process. Furthermore, traceability could be used to trace other products that may be affected, 
when a problem is identified. Other benefits with traceability are that it minimises the extent 
of products being affected by product recalls and assures lot uniformity in production (Juran 
and Gryna, 1980). Moreover, traceability can be used to identify sources of positive changes in 
product characteristics. Hence, traceability aids continuous improvement and fact-based 
decision making.

Continuous improvement and fact-based decision making are two commonly mentioned core 
values in the quality management literature, see, for example, Bergman and Klefsjö (2003). 
Quality management is frequently described as resting on a number of core values; see, for 
example, Hellsten and Klefsjö (2000). According to Mahoney and Thor (1994), the idea of 
continuous improvement, one of the cornerstones in quality management, is based on having 
traceability. Further, Duffin (1995) argues that the ability to trace a product is vital to identify 
root-causes and prevent their reoccurrence. Traceability is also essential if effective methods of 
process control are to be applied (Oakland, 1995). Moreover, traceability can simplify 
investigation of product failures (Juran and Gryna, 1980). I, therefore, argue that traceability is 
an essential part of working with quality management. ISO 9001:2000 (ISO 9001, 2005), the 
European standard for quality management system requirements, also states the importance of 
traceability in a quality management system. 

Several definitions of traceability1 exist, see, for example, Moe (1998), Töyrylä (1999) and 
ISO 9000:2000 (2005). Jansen-Vullers et al. (2003) argue that the definitions distinguish 
different types of traceability. Traceability must, however, be managed by traceability systems 
(Moe, 1998). A traceability system2 is here seen as the system that enables traceability in a 
process by combining process information with data covering the product flow throughout the 
process. The product flow data can be continuously recorded or modelled with different 
traceability methods, for example bar-codes and batch numbers. 

Most of the traceability literature is written by practitioners (Töyrylä, 1999), focusing on a 
single company perspective (Petroff and Hill, 1991) and on industries with part production. 
Traceability can usually be achieved in part production by attaching different kinds of markers 
to units or batches. The movement of the markers through the process, from raw material to 
end product, can then be recorded. The problems with traceability in part production are often 

1 For definitions see Section 2.1.1.
2 Throughout this thesis the terms traceability, traceability system and traceability methods will be used to 
distinguish between different terms of traceability. 
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related to the design of a traceability system, see, for instance, Petroff and Hill (1991); Cheng 
and Simmons (1994); and Ramesh et al. (1997). Descriptions of traceability in continuous 
processes are however unusual in the literature. The lack of literature implies that descriptions 
of how the differences between discontinuous and continuous processes affect the possibility to 
create traceability and can be handled have not been thoroughly described. To achieve a high 
level of traceability is, therefore, still difficult in many continuous processes. 

Continuous processes are processes where the products are refined gradually and with minimal 
interruptions through a series of operations (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993; Dennis and Meredith, 
2000). Furthermore, continuous processes are commonly found in process industries such as 
the mining, dairy and food, paper, and steel industries. Traceability was in focus in the food 
and dairy industry during the 1990s. Folinas et al. (2006) argue that a major reason for the 
interest in the dairy and food industries was EU-regulation 178/2002 that came into being as a 
result of food crises, such as BSE (mad-cow disease) and foot-and-mouth disease. From 1986 
to 1994, 137,000 cases of BSE were reported in Britain (Lacey, 1994). According to Lacey 
(1994), cattle sales fell by about 25 % and the price by 15 % due to the disease. Automated 
tracking systems from farm to abattoirs have been developed and implemented for tracking 
cattle (Mousavi et al., 2002). However, animal traceability in the abattoirs is problematic due 
to the complex disassembly of the carcass during meat processing, although several techniques 
has been proposed. Example of proposed techniques are readable tags, ink jet marking, 
tattooing, and DNA tracing techniques (Mousavi et al., 2002). According to Deasy (2002), it is 
impossible to maintain product information through many production plants with continuous 
processes due to plant design, especially for flow of liquids. Deasy’s statement is supported by 
the fact that existing traceability systems in, for example, a dairy are often highly developed for 
tracing the raw material and the finished product while traceability in the process often is 
problematic. For example, the traceability on raw materials (which dairy farm the milk comes 
from) and on final products (which batch the milk package emanates from) is often good, but 
during the processing and extracting of the milk the traceability is often inferior. In some 
continuous processes, such as the mining industry, traceability is still a problem throughout the 
whole process including the handling of the raw materials and the final products. 

1.1 Problem discussion 
To work with traceability in continuous processes implies new challenges in contrast to parts 
production due to several of the characteristics of the continuous process industries. In this 
section, examples of the characteristics of continuous processes that make it difficult to achieve 
a high level of traceability are described.  

A prerequisite to facilitating the achievement of a high level of traceability is to have a way to 
divide the product flow into traceable units, for example batches. The products are, however, 
normally non-discrete in continuous processes, as the products change state and structure 
through, for example, chemical reactions and grinding (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993; Dennis and 
Meredith, 2000). Furthermore, the continuous production implies that there are no 
interruptions in the product flow and no natural batches. Hence, in continuous process the 
creation of traceability is complicated by the fact that there are no natural units (products or 
batches) that could be followed through the process. 

Reflux flows and mixing are two other common characteristics in continuous processes that 
make it problematic to achieve a high level of traceability. A traceability system based on order 
of appearance is therefore not desirable, as the reflux flow and mixing imply that the product 
will enter and exit the process in a different order. Therefore, traceability systems based on the 
first-in-first-out principle are often inappropriate. The reflux flow and the mixing storages are 
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used to even out the material variation and to produce a product with equivalent quality over 
time. This is necessary since the raw material in continuous processes often has a low 
refinement level or is unrefined (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993; Hild et al., 2000). Unrefined raw 
material and raw material with a low refinement level is normally afflicted with more variation 
than highly processed raw material (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993; Hild et al., 2000).  

Furthermore, intermediate storages are used in the production process to secure a continuous 
production in case of, for example, minor machine failure in earlier process sections. However, 
the level in the storages will vary, just as the production speed at different sections in the 
process varies. Consequently, time delays are usually long and variable in continuous processes 
(Lundqvist and Kubulnieks, 1995). The varying time delays result in differing residence times 
for products. Further, the variation in residence time implies that it is difficult to construct flow 
models describing the product flow and that the traceability systems need to be dynamic. The 
construction of models of the product flow are further complicated by the fact that the sub-
processes can be continuous as well as batch-wise (Lundqvist and Kubulnieks, 1995).  

In summary, non-discrete products, no natural batches, continuous flows, reflux flows, mixing, 
and intermediate storages are all characteristics that make it difficult to achieve a high level of 
traceability in continuous processes. The low added product value is a factor that further 
complicates the creation of a high level of traceability in continuous process, as the added cost 
for traceability needs to be low for each product. The material cost usually accounts for 60-70 
percent of the cost price in continuous processes (Fransoo and Rutten, 1993). 

1.2 Research purpose and research questions 
The described characteristics of continuous processes are typically not addressed in the 
traceability literature focusing on parts production, and thereby discontinuous processes. 
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to explore and describe how traceability can be improved in 
continuous processes.

The problems to improve the traceability in continuous processes are often connected to 
difficulties in following the raw material through the process and the distribution chain3. In 
part production, the raw material for the production process is often highly developed and 
marked individually or batch wise. In contrast, the raw material in continuous processes often 
has a low refinement level or is unrefined, and the raw material has not been previously 
marked or packaged. Furthermore, the product is difficult to tag as it usually changes state and 
structure in the process. Moreover, as the product flow is continuous there are no batches that 
can be traced in continuous processes. Therefore, other methods must be used to follow the 
product flow in continuous processes. Hence, it is important to identify traceability methods 
that may be used to improve traceability in continuous processes. Thus, the two research 
questions are: 

Research question 1. (RQ 1): 
   Which traceability methods could be used to improve traceability in continuous 

processes?

Research question 2. (RQ 2): 
How can the identified traceability methods be applied to improve traceability in 
a continuous process?

3 In this thesis the term distribution chain refers to the handling of the final product until it is sold, for example, 
storage and transportation. 
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1.3 Thesis structure 
The thesis contains six chapters and four appended papers, in addition to a summary and a list 
of references. Chapters one to four describe the background, theoretical background, research 
method, and the case. In the remaining chapters, research results, discussion and conclusions 
are presented. The connection between the research questions and the appended papers is 
illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Research purpose

RQ 2RQ 1

Theoretical background

Methodological selection

Case description

Paper A
(RQ 1)

Paper B
(RQ 2)

Paper C
(RQ 2)

Conclusion and discussion

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5
(summary of papers)

Chapter 6

Paper D
(RQ 2)

Figure 1.1. The structure of the thesis and the connections among the research questions (RQ 1 & 
RQ 2) and the appended papers (Paper A, Paper B, Paper C & Paper D). 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In order to better understand the selections made during the research and the results, a 
theoretical background is given in this chapter. Three different themes will be reviewed:  

1. Traceability (Section 2.1): this section will try to summarise the traceability literature. 
While reading it is important to keep in mind that most of the traceability literature 
found during the research first of all deals with applications in part production and not 
continuous processes. 

2. Flow system identification (Section 2.2): this section is about how the product flow 
through process sections could be identified mathematically by different experiments. 
In the research project, a tracer experiment was conducted and analysed. The section, 
therefore, focuses on performing tracer experiments and analysing data from tracer 
experiments.

3. Markers (Section 2.3): various types of markers are commonly used to follow products 
in processes, for example, bar codes and serial numbers. The section focuses on Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) which is a marking technique that has been tested in 
the project.

2.1 Three terms of traceability 
In this thesis three terms for traceability with distinguishing aims will be consistently used; 
traceability, traceability system, and traceability methods. The relations between the three 
terms are graphically described in Figure 2.1. In words, the relation could be described as 
follows: “Models showing the product flow in process sections are constructed with traceability methods. 
The various product flow models for the process sections are then combined by a traceability system to 
achieve traceability through the process.” 

Traceability system

Traceability

Traceability methods

The ability

The system creating the ability 
by linking product and process data

The methods generating the ability
to link product and process data

Figure 2.1 The three terms of traceability used here and how they are related to each other. 

2.1.1 Traceability
Töyrylä (1999, p. 38) defines traceability as “the ability to preserve and access the identity and 
attributes of a physical supply chain’s object”. This is a narrower definition of traceability than the 
view in this thesis, as it only focuses on the supply chain. Töyrylä´s definition is, therefore, 
slightly adjusted and traceability is here defined as the ability to preserve and access the identity and 
attributes of a physical production unit or batch through the process and supply chain. Other examples of 
definitions of traceability from the literature are found in Table 2.1. Further, traceability is not 
binary but continuous and always present at some level. The fact that traceability is continuous 
means that it is possible to differentiate between, for example, the year or week a product was 
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manufactured even without a traceability system. The importance of traceability for a product 
is determined by five factors (Töyrylä, 1999): item value, item criticality, length of item’s life, 
complexity of the production process, and external environment (for example customer values 
and legal environment).

Table 2.1 Three definitions of traceability found in the literature. 
Reference Definition

Moe (1998) 

Traceability is the ability to track a product batch and its 
history through the whole, or part, of a production chain from 
harvest through transport, storage, processing, distribution and 
sales or internally in one of the steps in the chain.

APICS (1998) 

Traceability is (1) the attribute that allows the ongoing 
location of a shipment to be determined, and (2) the 
registering and tracking of parts, processes and materials used 
in production, by lot or serial number 

ISO 9000 (2005) 
Traceability is the ability to trace the history, application or 
location of that which is under consideration.

2.1.2 The traceability system 

According to Moe (1998), traceability must be managed by traceability systems. I agree with 
Moe that a traceability system is necessary to link product data and process data, and thus to 
manage traceability. A traceability system is here defined as the system that enables traceability 
in a process by combining process information with models of product flow in the production 
process. Numerous benefits from traceability systems are mentioned in the literature. The 
benefits relevant for continuous processes, in my opinion, are specified in Table 2.2. However, 
the benefits of a traceability system depend on how the traceability system is used and 
designed, and not by its mere existence. 

Traceability systems are found in both part and batch production. In part production, the 
traceability system is often based on the individual item whereas traceability in batch 
production is based on lot or batch level. According to Steele (1995), Töyrylä (1999) and 
Jansen-Vullers et al. (2003), there are four elements connected to the design of a lot-tracing 
system or batch-tracing-system:

1. Physical lot-integrity - How large a batch of raw material is and how well the integrity of 
the batch is maintained will determine the resolution or precision of the traceability 
system. The resolution of a system is the minimum number of units that cannot be 
individually separated during the process, for example emanate from the same delivery 
batch.

2. Data collection - Two types of data are needed: process data that records process 
information, and lot-tracing data that keeps a record of the movement and the 
merging of batches. 

3. Product identification - The linking of product and process data.
4. Reporting - Retrieval of data from the system, the use of the system.  

The physical lot-integrity element is the element which is primarily affected by the differences 
between continuous production and part production, since batches are usually not present in a 
continuous process. The meaning of physical lot-integrity may, therefore, have to be altered to 
fit continuous processes. However, if virtual batches are created it should be possible to use 
many of the traceability systems used to achieve an improved traceability in batch production 
to improve traceability in continuous production. This is due to the fact that it is only the 
methods used to create the models of the product flow that then need to differ. 
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The physical lot-integrity for a process is affected by three elements: lot-mismatching, lot-end-
mixing and lot-sequence mixing (Steele, 1995). Lot-mismatching occurs when a new batch is 
created and the size of the batch does not match the original one, for example, when the 
numbers of units simultaneously treated in two process steps differ. Lot-end-mixing occurs if 
lots are processed in repetitive or continuous batches and the organisation fails to retain a clear 
separation between batches, for example, when products from parallel process steps with 
different cycle times are merged. Lot-sequence mixing takes place if the traceability system 
depends on the first-in/first-out principle and the process fails to pursue this principle, for 
example, when all the rework is conducted at the end of a shift. The three elements are 
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
   
Table 2.2. Different applications for traceability systems in continuous processes and benefits the 

applications could provide. The applications were identified from the traceability 
literature.  

Area of benefits Benefits with a traceability system 
Recall Makes selective product recalls possible (Caplan, 1990; Juran, 1995). 

Locates products on the market (Jönson, 1985). 
Reduces negative impacts of undesired events (Töyrylä, 1999). 

Product-liability-
prevention

Provides logs that can be used as evidence in event of a product 
liability claim (Caplan, 1990; Feigenbaum, 1991). 

Quality- and 
process-
improvement

Offers tools for identifying problems (Kendrick, 1994). 
Enables the possibility to trace defective products back to the 
prevailing conditions during manufacturing (Jönson, 1985). 
Makes it easier to distinguish effects of product changes (Kendrick, 
1994).
Enables creation of customised products and services (Töyrylä, 1999). 
Reduces and prevents future problems (Töyrylä, 1999). 

Proof of quality 
and origin 

Provides product records that can be used to attain premiums or 
higher price, in some industries, (Jack et al., 1998). 
Offers information showing that contractual requirements have been 
met (Kendrick, 1994). 

Logistic Enables real time monitoring of shipments and estimations of arrival 
times (Ballou, 2004). 
Ensures that a product has gone through all necessary manufacturing 
steps (Parker, 1992). 

Security Makes identification of losses and responsibilities possible 
(Armstrong-Smith, 1997). 
Enables identification of counterfeit and illegal items (Armstrong-
Smith, 1997).
Prevents or reduces the number of undesired events (Töyrylä, 1999). 

After-sales Provides warranty status verification (Jacobs and Mundel, 1975) 
Enables tailored services, including additions of options and 
modifications (Caplan, 1990). 

Accounting Assists in measuring where costs are incurred (Florence and Queree, 
1993).

2.1.3 Traceability methods 

A traceability method, the third term of traceability, is defined as a method that can be used for 
creating models for product flow in process sections. It is rarely preferable to use the same 
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traceability method through the whole process, because of changes in the material state and 
structure and the various kinds of operations in the different process sections. The traceability 
methods that may be used for the different process sections, therefore, need to be identified for 
each process section. Consequently, the process needs to be modelled stepwise, as different 
traceability methods are preferable for use with various product flows. Various traceability 
methods are further described in Kvarnström and Oghazi (2008). According to the review by 
Sear et al. (2000)4 of particle tracing methods, the main factors determining the selection of the 
most appropriate particle tracer method are:  

1. The nature of the information one desires to collect, 
2. The character of the environment in which the information will be collected, 
3. The level of statistical confidence one wishes to achieve, and 
4. The cost of the system to be deployed. 
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Figure 2.2. The three elements of physical lot-integrity: lot-mismatching, lot-end-mixing and lot-
sequence mixing.  

2.2 Flow system identification 
The flow behaviour of any system may be described by the particle residence time distribution 
(RTD) function of the system, E(t) (Wen and Fan, 1975; Fogler, 2005). In 1953, Danckwerts 
(1953) published a paper on how RTD can be defined and measured in material flow systems. 
The paper also defines and gives nomenclature to several distributions of interest in the RTD 
theory; the same nomenclature is used here. The functions used in this thesis are described, in 
Table 2.3. Please note that E(t) symbolises the RTD function and not the expected value.

4 The factors identified by Sears et al. (2000) are related to coarse sediment tracing in littoral and fluvial 
environments, but they are also useful for other cases. 
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The first three distribution parameters: mean residence time, tm, variance,  2
, and skewness, s3,

are commonly used instead of the RTD function for characterisation of flow systems (Wen 
and Fan, 1975; Fogler, 2005). Moreover, Fogler (2005) asserts that in the absence of dispersion, 
and for constant volumetric flow the tm is equal to the space time, . The  (space time), is the 
time it takes to process the whole volume in the system based on entrance conditions, and it is 
defined by: 

0v
V

   
(1)

where V is the volume of the system and 0v  is the volumetric flow rate entering the system. 
   
Table 2.3. Nomenclature, descriptions and equations for functions of interests. Inspired by Fogler 

(2005).

Function
Nomen-
clature

Description Mathematical equation 

Concentration 
C(t)

Concentration at effluent flow 
at time t. 

Measurable

Residence
time
distribution
function

E(t)

The fraction of material in the 
effluent flow which has been 
in the system for a time t. 

0

)(

)(

tC

tC (if constant 
volumetric flow rate 
is assumed) 

Cumulative
function

F(t)

Fraction of material in the 
effluent flow which has been 
in the system for a time less 
then t. 

t

dttE
0

)(

Mean
residence time tm

The average time a particle 
stays in the system. 

0

)( dtttE

Variance in 
residence time 2

The spread of the distribution. 

0

2 )()( dttEtt m

Skewness in 
residence time s3

The extent the distribution is 
skewed in a direction. 

0

3

2
3 )()(1 dttEtt m

2.2.1 Type of flows 

There are two types of ideal flow systems commonly described in the literature: plug-flow and 
perfectly mixed flow. No dispersions and no radial variations are assumed in a plug-flow 
system, thus the particles exit and enter in exactly the same order. In contrast, no time or 
position dependence is assumed in a perfectly mixed flow system. Hence, the flow entering a 
system with perfectly mixed flow is immediately completely dispersed. Nevertheless, flow 
systems are normally non-ideal. Short circuiting (bypassing) and stagnant regions (dead zones) 
are, for example, often encountered. (Danckwerts, 1953; Wen and Fan, 1975; Fogler, 2005)

The RTD function and the cumulative function for a plug-flow and a perfectly mixed flow 
are illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

2.2.2 Estimating the product flow by measurements of residence time distribution 

Various methods can be used for measuring the RTD in a flow system and estimating the flow 
type. The method used and the scope of the measurements depend on whether the flow in the 
system is gaseous, liquid, granular or a mixture (Wen and Fan, 1975). However, the RTD is 
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usually determined by addition of a tracer substance into the flow system, and the response 
concentration of the tracer substance in the effluent flow is then measured (Lelinski et al., 
2002; Fogler, 2005). There are several addition techniques for tracer substances, such as the 
impulse and the step technique (De Andrade Lima and Hodouin, 2005), see Figure 2.4. An 
addition technique with small width and high amplitude, such as the impulse technique, is 
often preferable, since it offers the possibility to recover high frequency response (Wen and 
Fan, 1975). 
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Figure 2.3. RTD function (E(t)) and cumulative function (F(t)) for plug-flow (upper row) and for 
perfectly mixed continuous flow (lower row). Inspired by Fogler (2005, p. 886-887).
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Figure 2.4. Different techniques for addition of tracer substance.

2.2.3 Example of flow system identifications from the literature 

The flow behaviour of gaseous, granular and liquid materials in various flow systems has been 
extensively investigated in the literature. Examples of flow system studies and techniques used 
for measuring the flow are presented in Table 2.4. An example of a study closely related to the 
research in this thesis is the experimental study of flow pattern in a full scale silo containing 
iron ore pellets conducted by Chen et al. (2005). The experiments indicate that a funnel like 
flow channel is created in the silo during discharge. Furthermore, the top levels were the first 
to be completely discharged from the silo. An illustration of the product flow in the silo is 
presented in Figure 2.5.
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Table 2.4. Examples of RTD studies from the literature and techniques used for measuring the 
flow.

Reference Material state 
Technique used for 
measuring the flow 

Aminian et al. (1998) Liquid and solid mixture Chemical tracer (lithium 
chloride)

Choi et al. (2004) Liquid Multicomponent chemical 
tracer

De Andrade Lima and Hodouin 
(2005)

Liquid Chemical tracer (lithium 
chloride)

Lelinski et al. (2002) Liquid Radioactive tracer 
Pinheiro Torres et al. (1998) Liquid Colouring agent (Methylene 

blue)
Puaux et al. (2000) Solid Magnetic tracer (Iron powder)
Yianatos and Bergh (1992) Liquid and solid  Radioactive tracer 
Yianatos et al. (2001) Liquid and solid Radioactive tracer 
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Figure 2.5.  Vertical visualisation of the flow channel in a silo filled with iron ore pellets. 

2.2.4 Guidelines for selecting a flow model 
The literature about flow system identification is often focused on describing the experimental 
setup and the experiment, whereas little attention is given to descriptions of guidelines for 
selecting a model for the flow system. However, Fogler (2005) suggests a procedure for 
developing and choosing a model for a non-ideal reactor, see Table 2.5. The suggested 
procedures specify the importance of also studying the flow system, and not only the tracer 
data, before model selection. Similar guidelines for model selection have been proposed by 
Wen and Fan (1975, p. 7). 
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Table 2.5. A procedure for developing and choosing a model for predicting the flow in a non-ideal 
system. Adapted from Fogler (2005, p. 947).

Guidelines for selecting a flow model 
1. Study the flow system: 

a. Examine where the inlet and outlets are located. 
b. Examine the mixing systems. 
c. Examine the configurations. 

2. Study the tracer data: 
a. Plot the RTD function and cumulative function curves. 
b. Plot and analyse the normalized RTD function and cumulative function curves. 
c. Calculate the first three moments (mean residence time, variance, and skewness). 

3. Choose models. 
4. Use the tracer data to determine the model parameters and model. 

2.3 Markers
In part production, different batch structures are often used to achieve traceability. Batches do 
not usually exist in continuous processes, so using batch structures for achieving traceability is 
difficult. Creating virtual batches by dropping some type of marker in the product flow at 
regular intervals would, however, make it possible to use the batch technique for achieving 
traceability. The markers then act like imaginary start and end points of the different batches. 
An example of an identification technique that can be used for marking is serial or lot numbers 
with colour codes, tags or log sheets (Caplan, 1990). An identification technique that offers fast 
and real-time identification with high accuracy and continuous identification is radio frequency 
identification technique (RFID) (Penttilä et al., 2006). RFID is a wireless and automatic data 
capturing technique. The RFID technique resembles the bar code technique that is commonly 
used in stores. However, the RFID technique has five primary abilities that make it different 
from the bar code technique (Wyld, 2006): it does not require line of sight to be read, it can 
have a unique code, it is more durable, it can hold larger amounts of data, and it allows for 
almost simultaneous reading of multiple tags. 

An RFID system requires three parts: a tag/transponder, a reader, and software forwarding the 
information from the reader, see Figure 2.6. The tag is either attached to a product or dropped 
directly into the product flow. A tag can be either passive, without an energy source, or active, 
with an energy source, usually a battery. The necessity of an energy source makes the active 
tag larger and more expensive compared to the passive tag. The passive tag, on the other hand, 
is supplied with energy by the reader. The passive tag, therefore, has a shorter read range and 
requires more powerful readers. A passive tag consists of three components, an antenna, a chip 
that is connected to the antenna, and a protective shell. The reader empowers and 
communicates with the tag through radio waves. The reader consists of three essential 
components, an antenna, a transceiver, and a decoder. (Wyld, 2006) 
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RFID reader 
with antenna

RFID tag/
transponder

Software

Signals from other RFID readers

RF signal

Figure 2.6.  The three parts necessary in an RFID system. 

Read rate (percentage of RFID tags that can be read) and the working distance between tag 
and reader (read range) are vital factors for an RFID system. The read rate is determined by tag 
selection and placement, antenna selection and placement, and reader settings (Wyld, 2006). 
Furthermore, the read range varies from a few millimeters to above 15 meters (Finkenzeller, 
2003) and it is determined by four variables (Wyld, 2006):  

The frequency being used for communication between the reader and the tag 
(higher frequency = longer read range but more sensitive to extraneous 
factors),
The energy available in the system (more energy = longer read range),  
The size of the reader and tag antenna, and
Environmental conditions and structures.

However, there are several challenges and problems connected to the application of RFID. 
Firstly, there is no generally accepted standard for RFID, which hinders the widespread use 
across a supply chain (Michael and McCathie, 2005; Li et al., 2006). The introduction of the 
RFID technique is also connected with many expenses, which deter widespread 
implementations (Michael and McCathie, 2005; Li et al., 2006). These examples are general 
challenges for the technique, but there are also extraneous factors in processes that complicate 
the use of RFID. Presence of water and metal in the reading field can cause significant decline 
in read rate (Porter et al., 2004; Wyld, 2006). Furthermore, there is a risk for radio signal 
interferences arising from, for example, walkie-talkies, which can result in interference that 
hampers the functionality of the reader (Penttilä et al., 2006; Wyld, 2006). 

2.3.1 Applications of RFID
In continuous processes, the RFID technique has, for example, been used for tracking batches 
of coal in coal fired power stations (Lauf, no date). Furthermore, Mousavi et al. (2002) suggest 
an RFID based tracking system for prime cut in a boning hall. However, the suggested system 
has not been implemented (Mousavi et al., 2002). Nevertheless, it has not always proved 
possible to use the RFID technique, see for example Hull and Waldholm (2005). Penttilä et al. 
(2006) argue that the keys towards wide utilization of RFID are modeling, application testing 
environments, and piloting.

RFID has also been used to investigate the transport of pebbles on a beach. The tracer particles 
used ranged in size from 64 to 256 millimetres. An examination of the relationship between 
the transported distance and particle size and shape revealed that the larger particles tended to 
outrun the smaller particles. No relationship between particle shape and distance moved was 
seen though. (Allan et al., 2006)
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3 METHODOLOGY

In autumn 2005, I got the opportunity to participate in a research project. It was initiated by 
Luossavaara and Kiirunavaara AB (LKAB) with the working title “Traceability and variation 
problems in ore refinement”. The primary purpose of the project was to study the possibilities 
of improving traceability in the iron ore refinement process. The iron ore refinement process is 
a continuous process at LKAB in Malmberget.

3.1 Preunderstanding 
According to Bjereld et al. (1999), the starting point of all research processes is the researcher’s 
preunderstanding of the studied phenomena. Moreover, the contribution a researcher will give 
to a research project is affected by his or her preunderstanding which can also serve as an 
obstacle to new information and innovation (Gummesson, 2000). According to Gummeson 
(2000), there are two types of preunderstanding: personal experience and experience of others. 
My personal experience and that of my colleagues have undoubtedly influenced the research as 
regards methodology and theory selection. I will therefore try to briefly describe my 
preunderstanding on entering the project.

Before starting the research process, I had some preunderstanding of the continuous process 
field and traceability. This can be described as a general practical knowledge about working in 
a continuous process at a copper smelting plant. These practical experiences provided a basic 
understanding of the difficulties of working with traceability issues in continuous processes. 
The preunderstanding of traceability came primarily from university courses in quality 
management and from a section in my master’s thesis discussing the possibilities of tracing a 
residual product in a continuous process. However, my preunderstanding of traceability should 
be seen as limited. My preunderstanding, entering the research process, is summarised in 
Figure 3.1. 

Preunderstanding

Personal experience
Continuous processes:

• Work in a copper 
smelting process
• Master's thesis about 
treatment of a residual  
product

Traceability
• Master's thesis about 
treatment of a residual  
product

Intermediaries
Continuous processes:

• None
Traceability

• Discussions during 
master’s thesis with the 
supervisor 
• University courses in 
quality management

Experience of others

Figure 3.1. My preunderstanding entering the research project described in this thesis, inspired by 
Gummesson (2000, p. 67).  

3.2 The research process 
At the start of the research process, the focus was on understanding the iron ore refinement 
process and problems with achieving traceability in continuous processes. The first step was to 
formulate the research purpose, the research questions and the research strategy. To fulfil the 
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purpose, a research study was carried out, see Figure 3.2. The study is further described in 
Section 3.5. The empirical findings in the study are reported in the four appended papers and 
three reports to LKAB. Finally, the research study with the results is rendered in this thesis. 

Literature study

Start

Interviews 
with engineers 
and researchers 
at LKAB

Telephone 
interviews with 
engineers at 
different process 
industries 

Literature study 
to find theory 
about traceability 
methods 

Documentation 
and direct 
observations

Test of 
traceability 
method for
the distribution 
chain

Simulations and 
experiments in 
the pelletising 
plants

Identification 
of possible 
traceability 
methods

Empirical 
findings for 

Paper A

Empirical 
findings for 

Paper C

Empirical 
findings for 

Paper D

Empirical 
findings for 

Paper B

Phase 1

Phase 2 – RQ 1

Phase 3 – RQ 2

2005 20082006 2007

December 2006 April 2008

Figure 3.2. The research study, with the various activities, which resulted in the appended papers. 
To simplify the description of the research study, the study is divided into three phases. 
Phase 1 was performed initially to understand the subject and to identify different 
traceability methods. The purpose of Phase 2 was to gather additional data to answer 
Research question 1. Finally, the purpose of Phase 3 was to answer Research question 2. 

3.3 Research purpose 
There are generally three major types of research purposes described in the literature; 
descriptive, explorative and explanatory/casual (Zikmund, 2000; Marshall and Rossman, 
2006). The research purposes are described in Table 3.1. According to Saunders et al. (2000), a 
research project may combine more than one of the research purposes. 

Table 3.1. The three types of research purposes, adapted from Marshall and Rossman (2006, p.34). 

Purpose

Exploratory
To investigate little-understood phenomena 
To identify or discover important categories of meaning 
To generate hypotheses for further research 

Explanatory/ 
Casual

To explain the patterns related to the phenomenon in question 
To identify plausible relationships shaping the phenomenon 

Descriptive To document and describe the phenomena of interest 

The purpose in this thesis is both exploratory and descriptive, as the purpose is to explore 
traceability in continuous processes (investigate a little-understood phenomenon) and to 
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describe how traceability can be improved in a continuous process (document and describe the 
phenomenon of interest).

3.4 Research strategy 
There are five research strategies for collection and analysis of empirical data (Yin, 2003), even 
though this classification is mostly used for qualitative research. According to Yin (2003), the 
selection of research strategies depends on three conditions, see Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. The different conditions for selecting research strategies, from Yin (2003, p.5).

Strategy Form of research 
question

Requires control 
over behavioural 
events?

Focuses on 
contemporary 
events

Experiment How, why Yes Yes 

Survey
Who, what, where, how 

many, how much 
No Yes 

Archival analysis 
Who, what, where, how 

many, how much 
No Yes/no 

History How, why No No 
Case study How, why No Yes 

In this research, the case study strategy was judged to be the most appropriate research strategy 
to answer the research questions, since the research deals with a contemporary event for which 
control is difficult to achieve. Experiment was less appropriate as an overall research strategy 
since experiments require control which was not possible for all the studied events. 
Furthermore, the lack of theoretical knowledge about traceability in continuous process 
implied that survey, archival analysis and history were not suitable as main research strategies. 
However, during the data collection, for example, experiments and archival analysis were used.

There are several continuous processes that could have been selected as the case to study. 
However, the iron ore refinement process at the Swedish mining company LKAB was 
selected. This process was chosen since it exhibited several of the characteristics of continuous 
processes, described in Section 1.1, that complicate traceability. Moreover, LKAB made it clear 
that it was essential for them to improve the traceability in their production process.

3.5 The case study 
The description of the case study is divided into three phases according to Figure 3.2, to 
facilitate the understanding of the research process.

3.5.1 Phase 1 

In Phase 1, the data collection was made in four parallel activities. The aim in Phase 1 was to 
attain a deeper knowledge of the studied process and to identify different traceability methods 

Firstly, a literature search was performed using the databases Compendex, Emerald and 
ScienceDirect. The literature search was conducted to identify various traceability methods 
used in continuous processes from the literature. Keywords and search strings were generated 
during reading and discussions with Pejman Oghazi, the co-author of Paper A. To evaluate if 
the articles were relevant, the abstracts of the articles found were reviewed. The results of the 
literature study and combination of search strings are presented in Table 3.3. By reading 
through the articles, various traceability methods were identified. The identified methods were 
then listed.
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 Table 3.3. Result of literature search. 

Database 
Combination of search 

strings
Articles
found

Related to the 
research

Compendex 23 3 

Emerald 15 0 

ScienceDirect

Traceability and continuous 
process

6 1 

Compendex 11 2 

Emerald 1 1 

ScienceDirect

Traceability technique and 
process industry 

2 0 

Compendex 23 3 

Emerald 0 0 

ScienceDirect

Traceability method and 
process industry 

1 0 

Grand total 82 10 

Secondly, interviews were performed with thirteen respondents at LKAB in parallel to the 
literature study. Interviews were selected instead of a questionnaire, since interviews offer the 
possibility to follow up interesting answers. The aim was to examine how LKAB in 
Malmberget worked with traceability problems and to identify previous research, related to the 
area, at LKAB. Therefore, the thirteen respondents were asked questions about the production 
process and traceability during the interviews. The list with all questions in Swedish is found in 
Appendix 1. The respondents were selected in cooperation with Sofia Nordqvist5 at LKAB, 
and the selection intended to cover all parts in the production process at LKAB in 
Malmberget. Middle managers and process engineers from the production process were 
primarily selected as respondents, since they should have a deep knowledge of various 
traceability initiatives and the production process. All the interviews were recorded and 
transcribed afterwards. The transcriptions were then e-mailed to the respondents for approval. 
After approval, the transcriptions were carefully read through to identify traceability methods 
mentioned by the engineers and to deepen the knowledge of the process. The mentioned 
traceability methods were then listed.

Thirdly, four engineers, two from food industries, one at a paper and pulp industry, and one at 
a pharmaceutical industry, were contacted for questions about how they handled traceability 
issues in their process. The traceability methods mentioned during the discussions were listed.  

Fourthly, LKAB internal documents were studied and observations were made at LKAB. The 
purpose of the document study and the observations was to improve the knowledge of the 
various process sections. The observations were performed during guided tours at the process 
with various guides. Further, documents are likely to be relevant for every case study (Yin, 
2003). Scott (1990) argues that the quality of a document can be evaluated from four criteria; 
authenticity, creditability, representativeness, and meaning. However, in case studies, 
documents are commonly used to corroborate evidence from other sources (Yin, 2003). 
Therefore, the usefulness of the document is not necessarily dependent on accuracy and lack of 
bias (Yin, 2003). In this study, research reports and internal documents about the product flow 
in different process sections were gathered and carefully read through.  

5 Sofia Nordqvist acted as my contact person at LKAB and research assistant throughout the research 
project. 
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3.5.2 Phase 2

The aim of Phase 2 was to locate theory and applications regarding the identified traceability 
methods from Phase 1. Keywords and search strings for a literature study were therefore 
generated from the list of identified traceability methods. Examples of keywords and search 
strings used during the search are radio frequency identification (RFID) and residence time 
distribution (RTD). The search was performed in the databases Compendex, Emerald and 
ScienceDirect databases. About 30 articles and books were selected based on number of quotes, 
title and search string, since the search generated several hundred articles. Moreover, the 
selection was made so all the identified traceability methods were represented. The selected 
literature was skimmed and relevant literature was sorted out to be read thoroughly. During 
perusal, important sections were highlighted and later used to describe the various traceability 
methods identified.

3.5.3 Phase 3
The aim of Phase 3 was to illustrate how the identified traceability methods in Phase 1 and 2 
could be used to improve traceability in a continuous process. To identify methods that could 
possibly be  used to improve traceability in the various process sections, the information about 
the process was compared to the identified traceability methods. The various possible 
traceability methods for the different process sections were then explained and described for 
LKAB engineers and other researchers during discussion meetings. This resulted in two 
decisions. Firstly, it was decided that a simulation model over the pelletising plants based on 
process knowledge and experiments should be constructed. Secondly, it was decided that the 
possibility to use the RFID technique for tracing the product through the distribution chain 
should be investigated through experiments. The different experiments and the construction of 
the simulation model are described in detail in Papers B, C and D. They will therefore be 
described briefly here. 

To study the material flow in the pelletising plants a simulation model was constructed based 
on assumed process flow. A list of suggested ideal flows for each process section was, therefore, 
developed. The list of ideal flows was based on the attained process knowledge. To verify the 
list of ideal flows, the list was discussed with engineers at LKAB and flow types were altered 
where needed. The process knowledge was, however, insufficient for some process sections. 
Tracer experiments were therefore conducted to increase knowledge and verify the process 
flow assumptions for one of these sections. It was decided to conduct the tracer experiments in 
the slurry tanks, as the space time spent there corresponds to approximately 70 percent of the 
total space time in the pelletising plants. The assumed ideal flows for the slurry tanks were then 
adjusted to fit the result of the tracer experiments. To construct the simulation model 
MATLAB and SIMULINK software were used. Each process section was first modelled 
individually, in MATLAB and SIMULINK, based on the assumed product flow. Next, a 
simulation model for the whole pelletising plant was constructed by connecting the individual 
models of the different process sections with each other.  

The possibility to use the RFID technique for tracing the final pellets was investigated with 
experiments, for which a RFID reader was mounted at a conveyor. To initially evaluate the 
technique, experiments were performed in a laboratory environment as well as on a 
production conveyor, see Paper C. Since the results of these experiments were promising a full 
scale experiment was performed in the distribution chain, see Paper D. 
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3.6 Research quality 
The quality of a research can be evaluated based on three criteria: reliability, validity, and 
replication (Bryman, 2001). The three criteria are briefly described in Figure 3.3.

Research quality

Validity:
concerns the 
integrity of the 
conclusions that 
are generated 
from the research. 
That is, do we 
measure what we 
intend to measure?

Reliability:
concerns whether 
the results of the 
study are 
repeatable. That is, 
can the results be 
considered stable? 

Replication:
concerns the 
possibility of 
replicating the 
study. Replication 
is closely connected 
to reliability.

Figure 3.3.  Three criteria for evaluating the quality of the research and the connection between the 
criteria. The figure is adapted from Vanhatalo (2007, pp. 29). 

The validity criteria can be further divided into three terms; construct validity, external validity 
(generalisability), and internal validity. Construct validity evaluates whether correct measures 
have been constructed for the concepts that are supposed to be studied. Internal validity 
evaluates the casual relationship, whether the treatment actually caused the outcome. The 
internal validity is only interesting for explanatory studies. External validity evaluates whether 
the results of a study can be generalised beyond the specific study.(Yin, 2003) 

3.6.1 Quality in the case study 
Yin (2003) has identified several tactics for assuring the quality in case study research. Table 3.4 
presents the identified tactics and the tactics that were used in the case study.

Table 3.4. Case study tactics to strengthen validity and reliability of the case study according to Yin 
(2003, pp. 34). The table is inspired by Vanhatalo (2007, pp. 30). 

Tests Case study tactic 
Phase of research in 
which tactic occurs 

Used in the 
case study 

Use multiple sources of 
evidence

Data collection Yes 

Establish chain of evidence Data collection No 

Construct
validity

Have key informants review 
draft case study report 

Composition Yes 

Do pattern-matching Data analysis Yes 
Do explanation building Data analysis No 
Address rival explanations Data analysis No 

Internal
validity

Use logic models Data analysis No 
Use theory in single case 
studies

Research design Yes 
External
validity

Use replication logic in 
multiple case study 

Research design No 

Use case study protocol Data collection No Reliability
Develop case study database Data collection Yes 
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In the case study, multiple sources of evidence were used and key informants also reviewed the 
draft of the case study report at several occasions. Examples of different sources used for the 
data collection are literature survey, interviews with engineers at LKAB, and telephone 
interviews with engineers at other continuous processes. A weakness in the study is that it was 
not possible to maintain an obvious chain of evidence. However, an attempt to elucidate the 
chain of evidence is made by describing the study in Section 3.5 and in the appended papers 
(A, B, C and D).

Discussing internal validity is not relevant in the case study, since the study is descriptive and 
exploratory but not explanatory. 

External validity (generalisability) is often a weakness in case studies, as it is difficult to 
generalise from one case to another (Yin, 2003). The external validity in case studies relies on 
analytical generalisation, which means that the findings are generalised to some broader theory 
(Yin, 2003). The findings in this case were generalised to the theory about continuous 
processes and traceability. Theory was also used to guide decisions concerning activities in the 
data collection process. However, the lack of theory made it difficult to always relate the 
findings to existing theory. 

Reliability is concerned with whether the results of a study are repeatable (Bryman, 2001). 
According to Yin (2003), a tactic to affect the reliability of a case study positively is to carefully 
document the procedures in the study. To increase the reliability in the case study, most of the 
collected data were stored in a database. Furthermore, the data collection activities are 
described in detail in Section 3.5 and the appended papers. However, a weakness in the case 
study is that replication is difficult, since much of the data were collected with experiments in a 
process which is complex to control and thereby complicated to replicate.  
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4 CASE DESCRIPTION 

LKAB is a Swedish mining company, specialized in extracting and refining iron ore from 
deposits in northern Sweden. Mines and ore processing plants are located in Kiruna, 
Malmberget and Svappavaara (only pelletising plant). The primary product is various types of 
highly developed iron ore pellets (hereafter pellets), see Figure 4.1. The pellet usually ranges in 
size from 9-15 millimetres in diameter. LKAB also produces sinter fines and their subsidiary 
Minelco produces industrial minerals.

Figure 4.1.  Iron ore pellets produced at LKAB. Source LKAB (2008).

The refinement from rock to pellets is done in four steps at LKAB. First, the iron content ore 
is liberated from the rock through drilling, blasting and initial crushing in the underground 
mines. After this, the crude ore is hoisted to the surface level and the cobbing plant, the second 
step, to be further refined. In this stage, the iron ore is separated from the tailing (gangue) with 
crushers and magnetic separators in consecutive steps. The third step is concentration which 
implies further refinement through repeated grinding and magnetic separation. The main 
difference between the cobbing and the concentration stage is that all operations in the latter 
are performed on wet material, because of the smaller particle size. The final step is the 
sintering/pelletising step. This phase includes dewatering, agglomeration and thermal treatment 
to transform the liberated hematite and magnetite particles into the final pellets.  

In November 2006, LKAB inaugurated a new pelletising plant in Malmberget (hereafter PP2). 
This implied an increase in production, and therefore raw material from Kiruna and 
Malmberget needed to be mixed because of, among other things, concession rights. The iron 
ore in Malmberget has a coarser grain size, a different kind of grain boundaries, a different Fe-
content and levels of contaminants compared to Kiruna (Martinsson and Wanhainen, 2000). 
Hence, the iron ores from Malmberget and Kiruna behave differently during the refinement 
process. This may imply a greater risk for quality deviations in the final product. Therefore, 
more emphasis needs to be focused on traceability aspects, since it is important for the 
customer that the mineralogical characteristics and chemistry of the final product does not 
differ considerably over time due to differences in the raw material.  

The product affected by the mixing of the raw materials is the pellets produced at Malmberget. 
Hence, a traceability system is most important in the production of pellets. The pellets are 
produced in a continuous process, and the production process at Malmberget is illustrated in 
Figure 4.2. Research question 2 focuses on the pelletising plant and the distribution chain. 
Approximately 1,000 tonne of pellets are produced at the LKAB Malmberget plant every hour. 
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Mine
(Malmberget)

Cobbing
plant

Concentrator
plant (CP1)

Pelletising
plant (PP1)

Distribution
chain

Pelletising
plant (PP2)

Concentrator
plant (CP2)

Concentrate 
from Kiruna

Focus of the thesis

Mine
(Kiruna)

Concentration and 
transportation 
to Malmberget

1 Concentrate 2 Concentrate PelletsCrude ore

Underground Surface level

1 Concentrate 2 Concentrate
Pellets

Crude ore

Figure 4.2.  Flowchart of the production process for iron ore pellets in Malmberget. This thesis 
focuses on the pelletising plants and the distribution chain. The grey boxes between the 
steps, in the flowchart describe the intermediate products in the process chain. 

4.1 The pelletising plant 
There are two pelletising plants in Malmberget: PP2 and the old pelletising plant (hereafter 
PP1) from 1973. In the pelletising plants, the concentrate from the concentrator plants is 
transformed to pellets. A flow chart over the pelletising plants in Malmberget is found in 
Figure 4.3. For a more comprehensive description of iron ore pelletising, see Meyer (1980). 
To illustrate the process flow and the magnitude of the process, the space time for the process 
sections in the pelletising plants, in process order, is shown in Figure 4.4. 

4.2 Factors complicating traceability in the pelletising plant 
Several factors make it difficult to achieve traceability throughout the pelletising process:

The surroundings of the material change, from wet to dry and finally heated,
There are several buffers which means that the flow cannot be characterised as 
a plug flow (lot-sequence mixing),  
Different raw materials are mixed (lot-sequence mixing),  
The material flows are divided and then merged in the plants (lot-sequence 
mixing),
The material flows differ between the two pelletising plants (lot-end mixing), 
and
Some of the process steps entail reflux flows (lot-end-mixing).  

4.3 The distribution chain 
After the pelletising plants, the pellets are distributed to the final customers. A flow chart over 
the distribution chain is presented in Figure 4.5.

4.3.1 Product silos  
The product silos work as storage facilities. The space time for the pellets in the product silos 
varies over time and depends on the level in the silo when the pellets enter and the time to 
next shipment. 
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Figure 4.4. The percent in space time for the process sections in the pelletising plants in process 
order.

4.3.2 Transport
The unloaded pellets are either transported to LKAB’s harbour in Luleå and the product silos 
for further transportation by boat or taken directly to LKAB’s customer in Luleå. 
Consequently, the time it takes from manufacturing to delivery of the pellets differs between 
customers.  

PP 1

PP 2

Product silos
in Malmberget

Train transport

Product silos
in Luleå ore harbor

Boat transport

Final customer

To customer in Luleå

T1

T1

T2 T3

Figure 4.5. Flow chart of the distribution chain for iron ore pellets produced in Malmberget. T1, T2 
and T3 demonstrate where the pellets are transported with conveyors. 

4.4 Factors complicating traceability in the distribution chain 
All three elements that may deteriorate the physical lot-integrity are represented in the 
distribution chain:

The means of transport and storage rooms differ in size (lot-mismatching)
There are two possible ways of transportation to customer (lot-sequence mixing)
There are no clear separations between batches (lot-end-mixing).  

Furthermore, the space time in the distribution chain differs over time, as the transports in the 
distribution chain are discontinuous.
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5 RESEARCH RESULTS 

The result of the research project described in this thesis has been reported in four papers. For 
an overview of the papers see Table 5.1. In this chapter the four papers are summarised. 

5.1 Summary of paper A 
Kvarnström, B. and Oghazi, P. (2007). Methods for Traceability in Continuous Processes - 
Experience from an Iron Ore Refinement Process. Accepted for publication in Minerals 
Engineering. 

5.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of paper A is to compile and describe traceability methods that could be used to 
achieve traceability in continuous processes, and to illustrate how a traceability method may be 
chosen from the characteristics of a process section. 

5.1.2 Method

The paper is based on an iterative literature search and findings during discussions between the 
authors, colleagues and engineers at LKAB with experience from continuous processes. For a 
complete description of the method used see Section 3.5. 

5.1.3 Main findings and conclusions 
First of all, the paper discusses traceability from a general perspective leading to a mind map of 
how the different terms of traceability are related and how a desired level of traceability can be 
achieved. The mind-map of how the various terms of traceability are related and affected by 
one another is shown in Figure 5.1.

Traceability methods that may be of use for continuous processes are then presented and 
briefly described. In Table 5.2, the identified traceability methods are presented with 
advantages and disadvantages. It should be possible to use the presented traceability methods to 
improve traceability in continuous processes. Moreover, an example from an iron ore 
refinement process is given, to illustrate how appropriate traceability methods may be 
identified and selected for various process sections to improve traceability. Proposed traceability 
methods to use to improve traceability in the iron ore refinement process are illustrated in 
Figure 5.2. 
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Has the 
traceability system 

been improved?

Desired level of 
traceability?

Which traceability method 
is suitable to use for 

generating a model of 
the product flow?

No action

Is the new 
product flow model 

sufficient?

Traceability

Traceability 
system

Traceability 
methods

Was the selected 
traceability method 

appropriate?

Update of 
traceability 

system

Collection and 
analysis of data

Model 
creation

Yes

Yes

No

Can the traceability 
system be improved 

with available models of 
the product flow? 

Off-line

No

Yes

No

Design of data 
collection

Design and implementation 
of traceability method

On-line

No

Yes

No

Yes

Figure 5.1  A mind map of how a sufficient level of traceability could be achieved in a production 
process.

Traceability should be achievable in many continuous processes using the traceability methods 
presented in Table 5.2, which are flexible and have different strengths. There are, however, 
various limitations connected to the methods. Therefore, none of these methods can be seen as 
a panacea for developing a traceability system. Furthermore, the maximum resolution of a 
traceability system in a continuous process will often be inferior compared to traceability 
systems in discontinuous processes, such as part production. One major reason is that reflux 
flows are more common in continuous processes than in discontinuous processes. These types 
of flows result in the physical lot integrity deteriorating during the production process.  

Finally, the importance of traceability has increased in continuous processes as a response to, 
for example, the wish to optimise the production process, new regulations and higher 
customer demands. Therefore, traceability in continuous processes is important.
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Table 5.2. Traceability methods for continuous processes.

Traceability method Advantages Disadvantages 
Off-line

+ Flexible - Dilutes
+ Easy to use - Needs sampling Chemical tracer 
+ Low-cost - Based on historical data 
+ Flexible - Health hazards 
+ No sampling needed - Permits required Radioactive tracer 
+ Interior flows can be measured - Based on historical data 

+ On-line
+ Easy to use - Hard to find 
+ Low-cost - Low precision Process data 
+ Based on real-time data - Initial sampling needed 
+ High precision - Lower flexibility 

+ No sampling needed 
- Can not be used for 

fluids
- Can only be used at 

shorter distance 

Traceable unit + Could be used in process 
sections with both batch and 
continuous flows - Costly implementation 

+ Flexible
- Large amount of data 

handling
+ Informative - Time demanding 

Material signature 

+ High analysis precision - Costly

Concentrator
plants

Pelletising
plants

Distribution
chainConcentrate

Material 
signature

Chemical tracer 
and process data

Traceable 
unit

Figure 5.2. Traceability methods for the iron ore process at LKAB in Malmberget.  

5.2 Summary of paper B 
Kvarnström, B. and Bergquist, B. (2008). Using Process Knowledge for Simulations of Material Flow 
in a Continuous Process. Submitted to the 18th International Conference on Flexible 
Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing (FAIM 2008), 30 June – 2 July, Skövde, Sweden.

5.2.1 Purpose
The purpose of paper B is to outline a simulation model for mineral processing using existing 
process knowledge and to investigate the accuracy of the process knowledge for a critical 
process section. 

5.2.2 Method

To achieve the purpose of the paper, the research was performed according to Figure 5.3. First 
of all the existing process knowledge was collected during interviews with engineers at LKAB 
and from internal research reports. A list of the assumed process flows was then constructed. 
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The results were also discussed during a group meeting with engineers from LKAB and various 
researchers. The process knowledge was then used to develop a simulation model using 
SIMULINK. The simulation model was designed to test different ideal flows in the process 
sections. During the simulations, the level in the slurry tanks and the bin chamber were set to 
an intermediate level. Two settings were tested in the simulation and a sampling interval of 
one minute was used, see Table 5.3 for the two settings simulated. 

Comparison of the 
two simulations 

models 

Outlining the simulation model 
using existing process knowledge

Study of 
propagation 
of variation

Construction of 
calibrated 

simulation model

Test of process 
knowledge

Tracer 
experiment

Impact of 
incorrect 

assumption
Simulations with 

initial model

Construction of 
initial simulation 

model

Identification of
process flows

Simulations with 
calibrated model

Comparison of the 
two simulations 

models 

Outlining the simulation model 
using existing process knowledge

Study of 
propagation 
of variation

Construction of 
calibrated 

simulation model

Test of process 
knowledge

Tracer 
experiment

Impact of 
incorrect 

assumption
Simulations with 

initial model

Construction of 
initial simulation 

model

Identification of
process flows

Simulations with 
calibrated model

Figure 5.3.  The research process in Paper B.

Table 5.3. The two settings simulated 

Setting
1 Pulse disturbance with amplitude 1 from input 1 during the 

period 0 to 0.1 
2 Step change from 0 to 1 in both inputs at t = 0 

To validate the engineering estimations regarding the product flow, a tracer experiment was 
performed in the slurry and mixing tank. A second simulation was then made, with the 
calibrated model based on the results of the tracer experiment, for the two settings. The mean 
residence time, variance and skewness were then compared for the two simulations.  

5.2.3 Main findings and conclusions 
The LKAB process engineers’ estimation regarding the product flow mechanism for the 
different process sections is presented in Table 5.4. As the process knowledge for the bin 
chamber was insufficient, the bin chamber was simulated both as a plug-flow and as a perfectly 
mixed flow. The result from the tracer experiments led to the active volume of the slurry tanks 
in the adjusted simulation model being reduced.  

From the simulations of Setting 1, it can be seen that the peak in concentration of a short-time 
disturbance is significantly lower in the effluent flow compared to the peak in concentration of 
the short time disturbance in the inflow. Hence, short-time disturbances could often be 
ignored in the pelletising process. The size and amplitude that can be ignored depends on the 
kind of disturbance, as the customers’ sensitivity differs for various disturbances, for example 
changes in iron content or contamination of a tracer substance. However, there are other 
factors affecting whether the disturbance can be ignored or if countermeasures need to be 
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taken, for example the level in the slurry tanks. The simulation model could thus be used to 
select corrective actions in the presence of disturbances, as the effect of the disturbance could 
be simulated. Therefore, the simulation model may be used as a decision tool to decide how to 
handle a disturbance in the process. Furthermore, the model helps to predict the amplitude of a 
disturbance in the system as well as when and for how long time the disturbance will affect the 
system at different locations.

Table 5.4. The engineers’ estimations regarding the product flow mechanisms for the different 
process sections. 

Process section Flow mechanism, as estimated by process engineers 

Slurry tank Perfectly mixed flow 
Mixing tank Perfectly mixed flow 
Filters Perfectly mixed flow 
Bin chamber Insufficient process knowledge to suggest a model flow 
Mixer Perfectly mixed flow 
Bin Plug-flow 
Balling equipments Plug-flow followed by a perfectly mixed flow 
Sintering furnace Plug-flow with a reflux  

From the simulations of Setting 2 it could be concluded that the full (99 %) impact of a process 
change may be lagged up to one day. Not much in the process will change for the first three 
hours, but most of the change will have taken place within ten hours. The lagged responses in 
process output are a common feature of continuous processes, due to extensive mixing, 
intermediate storages and reflux flows. As the effects of changes in the final product often are 
lagged and slow, the effects of operator’s actions are often not visible during their work shift, 
which makes it difficult for the operators to learn about the cause-and-effect relationship 
between control operations and process reactions in continuous processes. If a simulation 
model was implemented at the operator level using on-line data logging, it would be possible 
to simulate when the process reaction will take place. In this way the operators in continuous 
processes can study the result of control operations afterwards, and thereby learn the effects of 
different control actions.

5.3 Summary of paper C 
Kvarnström, B. (2007). Developing Distribution Chain Traceability in Continuous Processes -
Experiments in the Iron Ore Pellets Industry. Conference Proceedings from the 10th Quality 
Management and Organisational Development Conference (QMOD), 18-20 June, 
Helsingborg, Sweden. 

5.3.1 Purpose

The purpose of paper C is to illustrate how traceability can be achieved in a distribution chain, 
for an unpacked bulk product, in a continuous process.

5.3.2 Method
RFID has been used to trace goods in the manufacturing industry, and it was decided to try a 
similar approach for tracing the iron ore pellets. To explore the suitability of the RFID 
technique, experiments were conducted. In the experiments, a twelve millimetre long passive 
tag was used, see Figure 5.4. The experiments were performed in a laboratory environment as 
well as on a production conveyor. In the experiments, the effect of various factors on the read 
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rate was investigated. Furthermore, the minimum distance between two tags to be uniquely 
read was tested. 

12 millimetres

Figure 5.4. The RFID tag used for the experiments in paper C.  

5.3.3 Main findings and conclusions 

From the result of the experiments it could be concluded that the speed of the conveyor 
affected the read rate. Moreover, the rectangular form of the antenna resulted in the 
orientation sensitivity differing between the horizontal plane and the vertical plane 

The read rate with load was 50 percent, which indicates a small reduction compared to the 
read rate without load, which was calculated to 63 percent. This difference is insignificant, 
because of the few measurements performed and the large uncertainty due to apparatus 
problems during the test. However, the read rate could be increased by using several RFID 
readers. The RFID readers could then be serially mounted at various angles in relation to the 
conveyor, which should result in significantly higher read rates as a result of reduced sensitivity 
for orientation.

The results from the experiments indicate that the suggested application could be used to 
achieve traceability in the distribution chain. However, the technique needs to be further 
tested before implementation.

5.4 Summary of paper D 
Kvarnström, B. and Nordqvist S. (2008). Modeling Process Flows In Continuous Processes with 
Radio Frequency Identification Technique. The Proceedings of the SCANMET III international 
Conference on Process development in Iron and Steelmaking, 8-11 June 2008, Luleå, Sweden. 

5.4.1 Purpose

The purpose of the paper is to explore the suitability of the RFID technique as an aid to 
constructing models of process flows in continuous processes. 

5.4.2 Method

To explore the suitability of the RFID technique experiments were performed in the 
distribution chain of LKAB Malmberget. For the experiments an RFID reader was installed at 
one of the conveyors after the product silos in Luleå ore harbour. In the experiments, the 
following factors were studied:

The read rate for different sizes of tags, shapes of tag containers and coating mixtures 
in the distribution chain.
How different types of tags, shapes of tag containers and coating mixtures affect the 
movement of the tag in the distribution chain.
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Two types of experiments were performed, see Table 5.5. In the full-scale experiment, 
experiment 1A and 1B, eight different tag containers, with various coating mixtures, shapes 
and tag sizes, were tested. The different containers are described in Table 5.6 and illustrated in 
Figure 5.5. Furthermore, the number of containers placed in the pellets flow in each 
experiment is given in Table 5.6. In the experiments, the tag containers were dropped in 
random order with 30 second intervals. The tag identification number, type of container and 
time for drop were recorded upon dropping.

Table 5.5 Description of the experiments performed and the position for dropping and reading, see 
Figure 4.5. The tag containers dropped in each experiment are also given.  

Experiment
code

Experiment
form

Position for 
dropping the 

tag

Position for 
reading the 

tag

Tag containers 
dropped 

Experiment 1A Full-scale T1 T3 A, B, C, D, E, H 

Experiment 1B Full-scale T1 T3 
A, B, C, D, E, F, 

G, H 
Experiment 2 Verification T3 T3 F, G 

Table 5.6 A description of the different types tested in the full scale experiments. (mm= 
millimeters)

Characteristics

Number of 
containers dropped 

in experiment 
Tag

container Size of tag Coating mixture
Shape 

(size in mm)
1A 1B 2

A
12 mm glass 

tube tag 

60 % hematite and 
40 % epoxy 
composite 

Rectangular
parallelepiped

(16*6*6 ) 
5 5 0 

B
12 mm glass 

tube tag 

30 % hematite and 
70 % epoxy 
composite 

Rectangular
parallelepiped

 (16*6*6) 
5 3 0 

C
12 mm glass 

tube tag 

60 % hematite and 
40 % epoxy 
composite 

Sphere
(13)

5 5 0 

D
12 mm glass 

tube tag 

30 % hematite and 
70 % epoxy 
composite 

Sphere
(13)

5 5 0 

E
12 mm glass 

tube tag 
Inserted in predrilled pellet 5 5 0 

F
22 mm glass 

tube tag 

75 % dolomite 
and 25 % polyester 

composite 

Cylinder
(30*13)

0 10 5 

G
22 mm glass 

tube tag 

75 % dolomite 
and 25 % polyester 

composite 

Sphere
(30)

0 10 5 

H
50 mm plastic 

disc tag 
PVC

Hexagon
(55 * 60*25) 

5 5 0 
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AB

C

D E

Pellet

H

F

G

10 mm AB

C

D E

Pellet

H

F

G

10 mm

Figure 5.5 Illustration of the types tested in the full scale experiments and a pellet, the types are 
coded according to Table 5.6.  

Moreover, to investigate the effect of the handling on the read rate, a verification experiment, 
experiment 2, was performed. In experiment 2, five units of container F and five units of 
container G, were placed in the pellets flow directly after the product silo at Luleå ore harbour. 
This experiment included less stressful handling events than experiment 1 in which the tags 
were dropped after the pellets plant.

5.4.3 Main findings and conclusions 

The experiments show that the RFID technique could be used to improve traceability in the 
distribution chain for pellets. However, with the antenna used it is necessary to use tags that 
are larger than pellets, as a low read rate was observed in experiment 1A and 1B for the 12-
millimetre tags. The necessity of using tag containers that are larger than pellets may result in 
the tags behaving differently than the pellets in the distribution chain. No obvious difference in 
behaviour was, however, seen during the experiments among the 12-millimetre tags and the 
larger tags in the distribution chain. Of the tested containers, container G was the container 
performing best if both behaviour and read rate are considered. An easy way to increase the 
read rate in the distribution chain, for a special tag size, is to use several readers with different 
placements instead of just one.  

To see if the read rate of a tag was affected by the handling in the distribution chain, the read 
rates for containers F and G were compared between experiments 1 and 2. By comparing the 
read rates from experiment 1 with experiment 2, we concluded that the read rate for container 
G was approximately the same, 70 % (7/10) compared to 80 % (4/5). The read rate for 
container F had, however, decreased from 100 % (5/5) in experiment 2 to 40 % (4/10) in 
experiment 1. A probable reason for the decrease in read rate is that the exposure or sensitivity 
to abrasion varies between the two containers as the shape differs. The decrease can, however, 
depend on other factors, for example randomness.  

In the experiments, an increase in tag size was shown to have a significant and positive affect 
on the numbers of readings and maximum signal strength. Hence, a large tag should be 
selected to achieve a high read rate. No significant effects were seen on the read rate among 
the tested shapes and coating mixtures. Therefore, no consideration needs to be taken to 
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coating mixture or shape when selecting a coating mixture or shape among the tested types. 
Since the number of read tags was quite small, it would be interesting to perform further 
experiments to investigate more thoroughly the effects of different characteristics, such as size, 
shape, and coating mixture. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The conclusions related to the research questions as well as contributions, reflections of the 
research process and further research are given in this chapter. Some of the conclusions have 
previously been briefly mentioned but are more thoroughly discussed here. 

6.1 Conclusions related to Research question 1 
Phase 1 and 2 aimed to answer Research question 1: “Which traceability methods could be 
used to improve traceability in continuous processes?” 

In Table 5.2, identified traceability methods for continuous processes are listed together with 
the different advantages and disadvantages of the traceability method. The list with the 
traceability methods could work as a guide to select a method to improve traceability in, for 
example, slurry tanks and product silos. The list may lack methods as well as advantages and 
disadvantages with the different methods, since it is a first attempt. However, one purpose of 
the list is to illustrate that there are different traceability methods that can be used to increase 
the traceability in continuous processes.

Another contribution is the mind map over the different terms of traceability and how they are 
related, see Figure 5.1. The mind map should be seen as an initial attempt to connect and 
relate the different terms of traceability into a traceability model. It may also be possible to use 
the mind map in discontinuous processes as a guide to achieve an improved traceability. 
Compared to discontinuous processes, there are additional obstacles to creating traceability in 
continuous processes. First of all, the continuous flow in the process makes it difficult to create 
traceability as there is no natural way to divide the products into groups. Secondly, the 
extended mixing of products in the process flow makes it difficult to achieve traceability. The 
extended mixing partly depends on there being no interruptions in the process. Hence, the 
extended mixing and the continuous product flows imply that the maximum resolution for a 
traceability system in continuous processes is often inferior compared to discontinuous 
processes. In continuous processes, the maximum resolution in a traceability system may be on 
the work shift a product was manufactured. In comparison, the maximum resolution for a 
traceability system in discontinuous process may be on the individual product level.

6.2 Conclusions related to Research question 2 
Phase 3 aimed to answer research question 2: “How can the identified traceability methods be 
applied to improve traceability in a continuous process?”

Three traceability methods were applied in an attempt to improve traceability in the pelletising 
process at LKAB in Malmberget. The chemical tracer and process data methods were 
combined in an attempt to create a traceability model for the two pelletising plants. In the 
distribution chain of iron ore pellets the possibility to use the RFID technique to create 
traceability was tested. The conclusions drawn from the two applications will be discussed 
individually in this section. 
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6.2.1 Process data and chemical tracer 

Process data and process knowledge were used to create a simple process flow model for the 
two pelletising plants. To produce the flow model, estimations of the ideal flow, information 
about the volume and the volumetric flow for each process section is necessary. The simple 
process flow simulation model was seen by the process engineers as a tool that may be used as a 
support when making decisions. Further, the process flow model can possibly be used to 
improve the understanding of the product flow. The flow model created, based on the process 
knowledge and tracer methods, is rough. To achieve a high level of traceability the model 
needs to be revised continuously, as the flow can change over time due to, for example, 
material build-ups. However, as the mixing often is large a detailed traceability model is often 
unnecessary for continuous processes. Hence, a rough flow model is often adequate. 

The use of process knowledge to construct a process flow model was experienced, by me, as a 
quick and easy way to start with the creation of a traceability system for a product flow. By 
using process knowledge to create a traceability model, it was possible to identify the process 
sections where knowledge was scarce. This identification made it is easy to see where in the 
process the flow needs to be studied. To prioritise among the process sections with scarce 
process knowledge space time could be used. Space time is important from a traceability 
perspective, as the longer the space time in a process section is, the more the process section 
will affect the RTD. Various tracer methods, such as chemical and radioactive ones, are 
possible for use in studying the product flow in different process sections. Of the two the 
chemical tracer method was found easier to use during the research project, as the resistance 
against the method from the personnel was lower and it did not demand any permits. In 
process sections with fluid flows it is often easier to identify a fitting tracer for studying the 
flows, than in process sections with gaseous and granular flow. This is due to the fact that 
chemical substances soluble in water could be used in fluid product flows. Tracers are harder to 
find for gaseous and granular flows, as a difference in mechanical properties, for example shape 
and size, could result in flow induced segregation. An alternative to using a chemical tracer for 
studying such flows could be to colour parts of the product flow. For example, the incoming 
granular product flow to the bin chamber could be dyed with a colouring agent.

In the slurry and mixing tank system it was not possible to perform chemical analysis on-line 
on the product flow, as no appropriate on-line analysis equipment was accessible. The product 
flow therefore needed to be sampled before the analysis could be made. Further, the analysis 
process was time consuming as the samples needed to be transported to a laboratory and 
filtrated before analysis. Hence, it was not possible to base the sample interval between two 
samples on the analysis results of the previous sample. This is a common problem when 
performing tracer experiments in continuous processes. When the sample interval cannot be 
based on previous samples, a good idea is to take more samples than are intended to be 
analysed. Additional samples could then be analysed afterwards if necessary. The sampling 
interval should also be adjusted to fit the expected product flow in the process section, as the 
RTD function for particles differs in various product flows. For example, the product flow in 
the slurry and mixing tank system was expected to be nearly perfectly mixed. The 
concentration in the effluent flow for a momentary tracer addition decreases logarithmically in 
a perfectly mixed flow. A logarithmically decreasing sampling interval was, therefore, chosen. 
The space time was used to approximate the sampling time in the tracer experiment. The 
space time could be used to decide sampling time, as it gives an indication of the maximum 
time it takes to process the volume of a process section.
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6.2.2 RFID

The distribution chain for the iron ore pellets could be illustrated as a semi-continuous product 
flow of granular products, as the incoming product flow is continuous while the exiting 
product flow is discontinuous. The results of the experiments conducted here indicate that 
RFID is a possible method to use to improve the traceability in the semi-continuous product 
flow of iron ore pellets. However, RFID needs to be fully implemented before a final 
conclusion could be drawn, as there still are practical issues that need to be solved with the 
application. Examples of practical issues are how the tag containers should be designed and 
manufactured and the designing of an equipment to automatically read and drop the tags. 
Further, different problems were encountered during the test of the RFID technique. One 
such problem was that vibrations, generated by the conveyor, were propagated to the reader 
antenna. The propagation to the reader antenna resulted in the tag and the RFID reader not 
being able to communicate, which lead to the tags not being read. The problem was solved by 
mounting the reader antenna on springs. Neither was it possible to read the RFID tag at all 
process sections in the distribution chain. The RFID tags could not be read at, for example, 
the discharge of the product silos, since the discharge gap in the silo is larger than the 
maximum read distance. It is therefore not possible to investigate the product flow for all 
individual process sections in the process with RFID. This made it difficult to identify how 
different process sections affected the tag and if and where the tags were damaged or lost. 

Further, both read rate and behaviour need to be analysed before RFID tags are selected. A 
large tag gave a better read rate, but larger tags may behave differently than the pellets. Thus 
differences in, for example, shape and size could result in flow induced segregation (Hjortsberg 
and Bergquist, 2002; Aranson and Tsimring, 2006). No difference in behaviour was seen for 
different shape and sizes in the experiments for the tested containers. According to the 
experiments, only read rate needs to be regarded when selecting a tag design among the tested 
models. However, the differences in size and shape were small among the containers and there 
were few containers placed in the pellets flow. These factors imply that there can be differences 
that were not seen in the experiments. Differences in transport distance between tag containers 
of, for example, different sizes have been found by, for example, Allan et al. (2006). The 
special challenges for the RFID technique described in Section 2.3, are limiting the 
applications of the technique. However, the technique is still under development which may, 
for example, increase the read range or read rate. It may however, be possible to use the RFID 
technique, to improve traceability in many processes, as it offers high precision without 
sampling. The special challenges with the technique do imply that it needs to be tested for the 
specific application.

Moreover, the RFID technique demands more resources than the process data method. RFID 
may, though, give a better model that is robust for process changes, since the tags are dropped 
and read continuously. The continuous use of the tags implies that the product flow prediction 
is based on on-line data instead of historical measurements. Off-line methods such as the tracer 
methods are hard to adapt in semi-continuous processes, since the residence time distribution 
will vary considerably over time. Finally, the application of RFID in a process offers several 
possibilities apart from an increased traceability. RFID could, for example, be used to study: 

How the product is exposed to different physical factors, such as vibration, pressure 
and temperature, and 
When, where and how flow induced segregation appears in the process, and how the 
flow induced segregation could be controlled by the operators.
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6.3 Reflections of the research process
The research in this thesis was conducted in three phases. Phase 1 and 2 were explorative 
phases that tried to identify traceability methods for continuous processes. Phase 3 was a 
descriptive phase in which various traceability methods were applied.  

A difficulty in Phase 1 and 2 was to find relevant literature about traceability in continuous 
processes. The lack of relevant literature resulted in the information needed being searched 
from other sources. In this case, the information was gathered from LKAB and various Swedish 
process industries. The fact that no optional sources outside of Sweden were used could imply 
that traceability methods used abroad were missed. This is, however, not likely as industries 
today often work together and exchange experiences globally.

In Phase 3, the conclusions are based on experiences from a case study of one organisation. By 
focusing on one case, a deep knowledge of the possibility to improve traceability in a 
continuous process was acquired. However, the results cannot be generalised without 
reflections as only one case was studied. It is often preferable to strive for highly generalised 
results. But, if several processes had been studied (at the same time), the knowledge would 
have been more shallow. Despite the focus on one process, many of the conclusions should be 
general as several of the problems are common for continuous processes, for example reflux 
flows and large buffers. Similar process sections may also be found in other continuous 
processes, even if the process sections are unique on a detailed level. The results should, 
however, be compared to experiences from other continuous processes before they can be 
generalised.

One of the strengths with the research presented in this thesis is that the results and research 
alternatives were repeatedly discussed by a project group. The project group consisted of 
researchers from four different subjects, quality engineering, industrial statistics, mineral 
processing, and ore geology. Therefore, the findings may be more objective than if the 
findings only had been discussed between researchers with the same background and research 
view.

6.4 Contributions
The contributions of the presented research are threefold.  

First of all, the research defines different terms of traceability and offers a mind map over the 
terms. The definitions together with the mind map could be seen as a theoretical contribution 
that creates a common language for researchers in the traceability field.  

Secondly, the research describes various traceability methods that can be used in continuous 
processes to create traceability. The description of these methods is considered as both a 
theoretical and practical contribution. The theoretical contribution lies in the listing of 
traceability methods that may be used to improve traceability in continuous processes. 
Furthermore, the description of the various traceability methods provides a practical 
contribution as the description could be used by the engineers to select a traceability method 
for a process section.

Thirdly, the research describes the results of applying three of the described traceability 
methods in a continuous process. The description of the results could be considered a practical 
contribution to engineers who work to improve traceability in continuous processes.
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6.5 Further research 
In the research process, several ideas for further research came up. The ideas that I think are 
most interesting are rendered here. 

The focus in this thesis has mainly been on traceability in the iron ore pelletising process at 
LKAB. To test the external validity, traceability could be studied in other continuous 
processes, for example chemical industries. By studying traceability in other continuous 
processes, it would be possible to see if the identified traceability methods are general or if it is 
only possible to use them in processes similar to the pelletising process.  

In this thesis, I studied how a few physical characteristics affect the behaviour and the read rate 
of the RFID tag in a process flow. The experiments were, however, performed during a 
limited time and for only a part of the production chain. Hence, the effects of a physical 
characteristic on the read rate and the behaviour of an RFID tag in a process flow may have 
been missed or underestimated. An idea for further research may therefore be to perform 
additional experiments to thoroughly investigate the effects of various physical characteristics 
on the behaviour and the read rate. With this knowledge, it would be possible to design RFID 
containers for various applications. 

RFID has been used in continuous process for various safety applications, for examples see 
Hind (1995). However, applications of RFID for productivity and product improvements are 
still rare. I would therefore find it interesting to study if and how the RFID technique could 
be applied in continuous processes for productivity and product improvements. 

In this research, the possibility to improve traceability in continuous processes was studied. 
However, to identify a desired level of traceability it is necessary to know the benefits of 
improved traceability in continuous processes. If the benefits are known, it would be easier to 
decide which level of traceability is advantageous for the organisation. A recommendation for 
further research is, therefore, to study the benefits of improved traceability. 

Finally, it has been discussed, during the collaboration with LKAB, to adjust the process flow 
model so it could be implemented on-line. Maybe an on-line model could help the process 
engineers and operators to identify cause and effect relations, as the model could be used to 
predict when a change should affect the process. Such a tool would be valuable for continuous 
processes, as it today is difficult to identify cause and effect relations in continuous processes 
because of, for example, the lagged process responses. It would be easier to control the process 
and the product quality if the knowledge of cause and effect relations were improved. I 
therefore think it would be interesting to investigate if an on-line implementation is possible 
and if an on-line model facilitates the understanding of cause and effect relations in the process. 
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ABSTRACT
Every production process is exposed to disturbances leading to production of defective 

products. The disturbances are seldom immediately discovered, and need to be traced 
afterwards. Traceability, or the ability to follow a product through the process, is therefore vital 
since it aids the localisation of the source of the disturbance. Traceability has for a long time 
been a possibility in part production, but in the continuous process industry it is still 
problematic. Examples of problems are complex flows, closed systems and large buffers. Hence, 
the purpose of this paper is to describe methods that can be used to achieve traceability in 
continuous processes, and give an example of when they may be applied. To identify suitable 
traceability methods, a literature search was conducted as well as discussions with researchers 
from the process industry. How the methods work is presented together with their advantages 
and disadvantages. Furthermore, an example of which traceability methods could be used for 
achieving traceability in a continuous iron ore refinement process is given. Seeing the diversity 
of available methods, achieving traceability in continuous processes should be possible. 

Keywords: Residence time distribution, iron ores, ore mineralogy, RFID

1 INTRODUCTION 
An announcement of a product recall of about 90,000 locomotive toys was issued in 

September 2007 by Fisher-Price (U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission). Product recall 
announcements like the mentioned one are issued daily by companies around the world and 
most consumer product stores handle product reclamations daily. This exemplifies that 
defective products and product deviations are not always identified directly, even if this is 
desirable. Instead the causes often need to be traced back through the process from customer 
complaints. The ability to trace a specific product during the process, usually called traceability, 
is consequently important for identification and elimination of causes of product deviations. 
Other benefits of traceability are that it minimises the extent of product recalls and ensures lot 
uniformity in products (Juran & Gryna, 1980). Furthermore, traceability can be used to 
identify causes of positive changes in product characteristics.

Traceability is common in part production and often easy to achieve, since various kinds of 
identification markers can be attached to a unit. Moreover, the literature about traceability is 
dominated by applications in part production. However, creating traceability in continuous 
processes implies vast challenges: process flows can be parallel, serial and reflux; sub processes 
can be continuous as well as batch-wise; large buffers: no interruptions in product handling. 
These challenges imply that other types of traceability methods are needed for creating 
traceability. To understand more easily how these traceability methods can be applied, the 
authors consider that an example is appropriate. A suitable continuous process for exemplifying 
how various methods could be used was found in the iron ore mining industry, and the 
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refinement of iron ore to iron ore pellets (the process is described in Section 5). The reason for 
choosing the iron ore refinement process is that all the special challenges connected to 
continuous process industries are present in this process. Therefore, the purpose of the article is
to compose and describe different traceability methods that can be used for achieving traceability in 
continuous processes, and to illustrate how a method for traceability may be selected from the characteristics 
of a process section. The refinement process of iron ore starts in the mines. However, in this 
paper only the methods for achieving traceability from the concentrator plants to the final 
customer are discussed. 

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This article is a result of extensive collaboration between the authors and the Swedish 

mining company LKAB. This collaboration focused on traceability and traceability methods in 
continuous processes. As a part of this collaboration, an iterative literature search was 
conducted aiming at identifying traceability methods. An initial literature search was performed 
in the databases Compendex, Emerald and ScienceDirect.  

Most of the articles found were primarily related to other subject fields than traceability 
methods in continuous processes. However, from the related articles and discussions among the 
authors, colleagues and researchers at LKAB, new search strings, such as residence time 
distribution (RTD), trace elements, mineralogical signature and radio frequency identification 
(RFID), were identified. The second literature search together with the initial one led to the 
identification of the traceability methods described in this paper. The identified methods are 
described in Section 4, and each description includes a brief explanation of advantages, 
disadvantages, and examples of application. A conclusion from the literature search is that 
literature on traceability methods in continuous processes is rare and scattered in a diversity of 
research fields. 

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Traceability

In this paper three terms for traceability with distinguishing aims will be consistently used: 
traceability, traceability system, and traceability methods.

Traceability is here defined as “the ability to preserve and access the identity and attributes 
of a physical supply chain’s objects” (Töyrylä, 1999, p. 38). Traceability is not binary but 
continuous and always present at some level. This means that it is possible to differentiate 
between what year, week, or day a product was manufactured.  

Traceability system is defined as the system that enables traceability in a process by 
combining process information with models of material flow in the production process. 
According to Steele (1995), Töyrylä (1999) and Jansen-Vullers et al. (2003), there are four 
elements connected to the design of a lot-tracing system:

1. Physical lot-integrity - How large a batch of raw material is and how well the integrity of 
the batch is maintained will determine the resolution or precision of the traceability 
system. The resolution of a system is the minimum number of units that cannot be 
individually separated during the process, and for example emanate from the same 
delivery batch.

2. Data collection - Two types of data are needed: process data that records process 
information, and lot-tracing data that keeps a record of movement and merging of 
batches.

3. Product identification - The linking of product and process data.
4. Reporting - Retrieval of data from the system, the actual use of the system.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mineng.2008.02.002
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The most important element is physical lot-integrity, since it determines the maximal 
resolution of a traceability system. The physical lot-integrity for a process is affected by three 
elements: lot mismatching, lot-end-mixing and lot-sequence mixing (Steele, 1995). Lot 
mismatching occurs when a new batch is created and the size of the batch does not match the 
original one, for example when numbers of units simultaneously treated in two process steps 
differ. Lot-end-mixing arises if lots are processed in repetitive or continuous batches and the 
organisation fails to retain clear separation between batches, for example when products from 
parallel process steps with different cycle times are merged. Lot-sequence mixing takes place if 
the traceability system depends on the first-in—first-out principle and the process fails to 
pursue this principle, for example when all the rework is conducted at the end of a shift. The 
physical lot-integrity element is also the element that is primarily affected by the differences in 
continuous production and part production, since batches are usually not present in a 
continuous process. The traceability systems used for achieving traceability in part production 
should also be useful for achieving traceability in continuous production, since it is only the 
methods for creating the models of material flow that differ.

A traceability method, the third term, is defined as a method that can be used for creating 
models for material flow in process sections. The same traceability method is rarely suitable to 
use during the process, because of changes in material properties and various operations in 
process stages. Therefore, suitable traceability methods need to be identified for different 
process sections, and the material flow, consequently, needs to be modelled stepwise. The 
traceability methods that are applied in part production processes can seldom be used in 
continuous processes, due to the mentioned differences. 

The relations between the three terms may be described according to the following criteria: 
Models for material flow in process sections are constructed with traceability methods. The 
different material flow models for the process sections are then combined by the traceability 
system to achieve traceability through the process.

 The precision of traceability in a process is therefore dependent on the traceability system, 
which in turn relies on the models created by the traceability method. A mind-map of how the 
terms are related and affected by one another is shown in Figure 1.

3.2 Continuous process 

In a continuous process, the products are gradually and with minimal interruptions refined 
through a series of operations (Fransoo & Rutten, 1994; Dennis & Meridith, 2000). Therefore, 
there are no natural product lots in a continuous process. The raw material in a continuous 
process typically comes directly from the natural environment, for instance mines and forests 
(Fransso & Rutten, 1994; Hild et al., 2000). In contrast to the raw material in part production, 
it is usually not processed. Therefore, the raw material in a continuous process is usually 
afflicted with a larger variation than the raw material in part production (Fransso & Rutten, 
1994; Hild et al., 2000). To minimise the influence of the natural variation in the raw material 
on the product and avoid interruptions in the production process, large mixing buffers are 
usually used during the process. Furthermore, reflux flows are common in continuous 
processes and often necessary for attaining an even and desired output from a process section. 
The physical characteristics of the material are often changed during the refinement process, 
which also makes it difficult to define a unit of measure (Fransso & Rutten, 1994). Finally, the 
added value in continuous processes is usually quite low (ibid). 
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Figure 1. A mind-map of how a sufficient level of traceability can be reached in a production 
process.

4 DESCRIPTION OF TRACEABILITY METHODS 
Traceability systems are usually based on daily observations or mathematical models. The 

mathematical models are created from measurements of how the material flow is affected by 
different process parameters. The traceability methods may be classified according to what type 
of model they create. Traceability methods creating mathematical models are here categorised 
as off-line methods. In contrast, traceability methods creating models based on daily 
observations are classified as online methods. Off-line methods are used during a shorter period 
of time, in contrast to online methods, which are used repetitively. All online methods can be 
used as off-line methods, but the other way around is seldom possible. Figure 2 shows a 
summary of the traceability methods presented in this paper. 

All the methods presented are also useful in other types of industries than continuous 
process industries. However, it is not always necessary to use complicated methods for 
achieving traceability in continuous processes. An example of such a case is production in a 
single line with no reflux flows and no buffers.

Traceability methods

On-lineOff-line

Chemical
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Process 
data

Traceable
unit

Material
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Figure 2. A classification of the presented methods made by the authors. 
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4.1 Off-line methods (tracer methods)

Off-line methods aim at measuring the time a product/molecule/atom stays in a process 
section, the residence time, with experiments, and from the collected data creating models of 
the material flow. But, since some products/molecules/atoms exit faster and some stay longer 
in the process section, the residence time will vary. Therefore, to describe the behaviour of a 
flow in a process section, the residence time distribution (RTD) can be estimated. The RTD 
for a process section is usually estimated by making a change in the input to a process section 
and measuring the effect of the change in the effluent flow at different times. Usually the 
change in input is made by adding a tracer substance. Commonly used addition techniques are 
impulse, step, square pulse, ramp, sinusoid and random variations (de Andrade Lima & 
Hodouin, 2005). An addition technique with small width and high altitude is preferable, since 
it offers the possibility to recover high-frequency response (Wen & Fan, 1975). The different 
flows and volumes in the process section also need to be measured when constructing a 
mathematical model of the RTD. How well the modelled RTD conforms to the real RTD 
depends on the number of experiments, the precision of each experiment and the selection of 
parameters used for the mathematical model.  

Furthermore, not all particle types in a process necessarily have the same RTD. For 
example, in iron ore processing, the valuable iron minerals typically have higher densities than 
the gangue minerals (the undesirable minerals). The difference in densities leads to preferential 
grinding and enrichment steps. In addition, the minerals have varying particle size distribution, 
leading to both enhanced separation and selectivity problems. Moreover, materials with 
different physical forms may be present in a material flow, for example solid and fluid, which 
results in additional separation. Therefore, it is crucial to carefully select tracers with flow 
properties that resemble the particle type studied to attain a correct model.  

With an RTD model the fraction of input exiting at different times is possible to calculate, 
and the model can hence be used for achieving traceability through a process section. 

Which tracer substance is used for an experiment depends on the process examined and on 
the methods used for studying the material flow. Examples of different methods for studying 
and investigating the RTD of particles are chemical tracer, radioactive tracer, visual 
observations, photography, laser beam, playback videotaping and magnetic response 
(Ramaswamy et al., 1995). Chemical tracer and radioactive tracer are the most commonly used 
methods in the literature studied. These two methods are therefore described below in more 
detail.

4.1.1 Chemical tracer

One way to identify the RTD in a system is to add a chemical compound to the input and 
measure the concentration in the effluent flow as a function of time. Numerous chemical 
compounds are available for estimation of RTD. Furthermore, only an element of the 
compound may be of interest if the compound dissolves in the material flow. The applied 
tracer should be a compound that is accurately and easily detectable, has similar physical 
properties as the studied solid/fluid stream, acts like the studied solid/fluid stream in contact 
with other surfaces in the process, and, if a fluid is studied, also is completely soluble (Wen & 
Fan, 1975; Fogler, 2006). In addition, it is important that the tracer does not affect the process 
or product and it should preferably not be naturally occurring in the process. Before the 
addition of the tracer, it is necessary to have information about the background variation of the 
tracer compound or element in the process, the analytical detection limit and the amount of 
material in the studied process section. This information makes it possible to calculate the 
minimum amount of compound that should be added.

There are several advantages to the chemical tracer method. It is flexible, since various trace 
compounds are available. This flexibility implies that the method may be used for processes 
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with gas, fluids, solids and slurry, and in almost any environment. Moreover, special permits 
are often not required, in contrast to the radioactive tracer method. Hence, the chemical trace 
method is usually easier to apply.  

Disadvantages include for example that the method quickly becomes costly for larger 
systems, if combined with expensive tracers and expensive analysis methods, since more 
samples need to be analysed and an increased amount of tracer needs to be added. The amount 
of tracer added needs to be increased since the tracer often mixes with the material flow. 
Hence, when using chemical tracers, the RTD is often estimated stepwise for the material flow 
in the process. Furthermore, it might be problematic to take representative samples in 
continuous flows. Such an example is sampling of crude ore in mines (Wills & Napier-Munn, 
2006). Using non-representative samples severely affects the reliability of the final model. 
Finally, analysis of output is seldom possible to perform in real time. The result therefore 
depends on how well the sampling strategy suits the material flow. However, a few online 
gauges have become available, such as optic, electric conductive and fluorescence analyses (Hu 
& Kadri, 1999).

4.1.2 Radioactive tracer

Another way to estimate the RTD is to use a radioactive tracer. The radioactive tracer 
method implies that a part of the actual flow is radioactively charged or that radioactive 
particles are added to the input. RTD is then estimated by measuring the output, which 
typically is done continuously with a Geiger counter. The choice of radioactive element 
depends on the material being traced, the duration of the experiment and the detection 
method (Lelinski et al., 2002). 

There are many advantages to the radioactive tracer method. Measurements may, for 
example, be performed in real time at various points (Yianatos & Bergh, 1992). Since no 
sampling needs to be carried out, it is also possible to measure at several locations in a process 
simultaneously and also interior flow patterns in, for example, reactors. The method is also 
adaptable to different types of material streams, and can thus be used for analysing flows in 
most environments. 

The major concern with the tracer method is the health hazards linked to the usage and the 
disposal of radioactive material (Ramaswamy et al., 1995). Consequently, the method usually 
requires special permits and it is also necessary to ensure that safety regulations are followed. 
Therefore, the method often demands large resources in the form of time and money.

The radioactive tracer method is often used when other tracer methods are inadequate or 
when interior flow is of special interest, for example localisation of zones in mixers with poor 
mixing.

4.2 Online methods

Online methods often demand longer preparation and implementation times, compared to 
off line methods, since they normally need to be individually suited for the specific process. 
Therefore, online methods are usually more expensive. However, the continuous 
measurement often results in more accurate estimations of RTD, since the estimation is usually 
based on more data. Consequently, online methods are preferable to use. The final model is 
also less sensitive to process modifications, since it is possible to continually verify and update 
the model. The online methods described here are the methods that were identified during the 
literature studies. 

4.2.1 Material signature 

In many production processes, it is almost impossible to obtain identical raw materials. 
Such an example is that in a pork chop, the exact amount and combination of chemical 
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elements will depend on the origin, nourishment, soil, birth date and other variables. Hence, 
almost all pork chops are unique, since they will differ from one another in some of the 
mentioned factors. Another way to achieve traceability would be to identify unique signatures 
or structures in a product. The signature does not need to be unique to individual products; it 
may instead be unique to a group of products. How small the group must be depends on the 
demanded precision of the traceability system. Examples of signatures that could be used are 
fibre length in wood, natural variability in raw material, and variation in chemical composition 
deriving from differences in background. To find material signature or “fingerprint” it is 
necessary to carefully sample and analyse the process flow. The analysis methods used depend 
on the type of production and the signature sought for. This method is suitable to use when 
the material is constantly changing shape or when materials with different properties are mixed, 
which often is the case in the mineral industry.

For mineral materials, textural properties such as grain boundaries and shape depend on the 
ore body from which the mineral is extracted, and how they are located in the ore body. In 
the past, mineralogical studies were made manually by using techniques depending on the skill 
of the human (Henly, 1992). Today automated mineralogical techniques have been developed 
and become common in mineral industries (ibid). 

Mineralogy of iron ore can be determined by using information from analyses such as X-
ray diffraction methods (XRD), optical image analysis and scanning electron measurement 
techniques (Donskoi et al., 2006). To examine complex mineralogy, which is difficult to 
identify by optical analysis, it is advantageous to use a system that can give information about 
the mineralogy comprehensively and quickly. Particle Texture Analysis (PTA) is a system that 
can be used to analyse this kind of sample. The PTA software gives plots and thumbnail images 
regarding mineral liberation, mineral association analysis and intergrowth analysis; for a 
comprehensive description of PTA, see Moen (2007). 

One benefit of PTA is that it shows how the gangue minerals are distributed over the 
fractions and how the gangue minerals behave. Another advantage of the mineralogical 
signature method is that the signature is always the same in the processes, although the shape of 
the material is changing. One concern is the cost and the time required for each sample to be 
investigated. However, the method is still new and may be further improved in the future.  

4.2.2 Process data 

In many production processes, the differences in the raw material result in process data 
variation. Hence, instead of material signature, variability in process data could be monitored.

Lundqvist & Kubulnieks (1995) created traceability in a paper and pulp production plant 
using process data. Traceability was possible to create by comparing the appearance time and 
forms of deviations in kappa number (a measure indicating the bleach ability of wood pulp) 
and brightness (a measure of how much light is reflected) at different points in the process. 
From these comparisons, the RTD for process sections could be estimated, verified, and 
modelled.

The kappa number and brightness are two product parameters that are continuously 
measured during the process. Furthermore, the value of kappa number and brightness is often 
changed by the same absolute value in a process section or not changed at all. If a parameter 
with similar characteristics as the kappa number and brightness is present in a process, it can be 
used for achieving traceability.

One advantage of using process data is that the measurement tool usually already exists, and 
hence no further investments are needed. Furthermore, much data is directly available, since 
data from the measured points already has been gathered.  

However, it may be difficult or even impossible to identify suitable variables to use for the 
estimation. In addition, the variable must display significant alterations over time; otherwise the 
RTD cannot be estimated by comparing the data for the variables. 
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4.2.3 Traceable unit 

In part production, different batch structures are often used to achieve traceability. Batches 
do not usually exist in continuous processes, so using batch structures for achieving traceability 
is difficult. Creating virtual batches by dropping some type of marker in the material flow with 
regular intervals would, however, make it possible to use the batch technique for achieving 
traceability. The markers then act like imaginary start and end points of the different batches. 
Recording passage times of the markers along the process would then make it possible to trace 
a specific batch during the process. To achieve a genuine model, the marker must behave as 
the material in the material flow. Each marker should preferably be unique, so that the 
potential mixture in the flow can be modelled. The precision with which a product can be 
traced is determined by the interval between the markers.  

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is one technique that could be applied. The 
technique offers the possibility to create a traceable marker, by using tags with unique 
identification numbers. RFID is commonly used for tracing goods in the manufacturing 
industry. This method is applied today for achieving traceability by some retailers, 
manufacturers, and health care and pharmaceutical industries (Li et al., 2006). The method has 
also been used for coal tracking (Lauf); see Wyld (2006) for more on RFID. 

One of the strengths of the RFID technique is that every tag is unique and can be 
measured automatically. Consequently, the residence time in the process can be precisely 
estimated for each tag. Furthermore, the observed object does not mix with the material flow, 
and consequently the number of units added to the process flow is not affected by the size of 
the studied process. Finally, it is feasible to estimate the residence time distribution 
simultaneously for several process sections, since no sampling is required.

Nevertheless, there are many shortcomings with the RFID technique. One shortcoming is 
that the RFID technique does not offer the same flexibility for use as other mentioned 
methods. Examples of attributes that hinder the flexibility are the physical size and fragility of 
the tags. The fragility results in the tags not being possible to use in process sections with for 
example grinding or extreme temperatures. Moreover, the RFID technique uses 
electromagnetic waves for communication between the reader and the tags. Therefore, the 
technique is improper to use at distances larger than a few metres or when the tags are in direct 
contact with metals or fluids (Porter et al., 2004). Finally, the technique is sensitive to 
electromagnetic fields in the surrounding environment. 

5 AN EXAMPLE FROM A CONTINUOUS PROCESS 
LKAB (Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara AB, Sweden) has since the beginning of the 1900s 

produced highly refined iron ore products from iron ore mines at Kiruna and Malmberget. 
The main product is iron ore pellets for blast furnaces and direct reduction furnaces. 

In November 2006, LKAB inaugurated a new pelletising plant in Malmberget (hereafter 
PP2). After the start of the new pellets plant, the production volume increased and therefore 
the raw material taken from local ores in Malmberget was insufficient to uphold full 
production at the plant, due to, among other things, concession rights. Therefore, ore from 
Kiruna mines is also used in the production process. The different ores thus have to be mixed.  

The iron oxides in Malmberget have a coarser grain size, different kinds of grain 
boundaries, different Fe-contents and levels of contaminants compared to those in Kiruna 
(Geijer, 1930). Hence, the iron oxides from Malmberget and Kiruna behave differently during 
the refinement process. This implies an increased risk of quality deviations in the final product 
and therefore more emphasis needs to be focused on traceability aspects, since it is important 
for the customer that the mineralogical characteristics and chemistry of the final product do not 
differ considerably over time.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mineng.2008.02.002
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The product affected by the mixing of raw materials is the iron ore pellets (hereafter pellets) 
produced at Malmberget. As a result, a traceability system is most important for this product. 
The pellets are produced in a continuous process that is illustrated in Figure 3 and further 
described in the following part. 

Mine
(Malmberget)

Cobbing
plant

Concentrator
plant (CP1)

Pelletising
plant (PP1)

Distribution
chain

Pelletising
plant (PP2)

Concentrator
plant (CP2)

Concentrate 
from Kiruna

Mine
(Kiruna)

Transportation 
to Malmberget

Figure 3. Flow chart of the iron ore refinement process at Malmberget. 

5.1 Production process

The Malmberget mine has more than ten different ore bodies that are currently in 
production. For each ore body, there are different characteristics such as mineralogical, 
chemical and textural properties.

From the mine, the material goes to the concentrator plant, which separates the minerals 
into two parts, tail and product. Before one of the concentrator plants, there is a cobbing step 
to separate the gangue mineral from the magnetite.

In the two concentrator plants (CP1 and CP2), ball mill grinding is used in three 
consecutive steps with wet low intensity magnetic separators in between; see Figure 4 for a 
flow sheet. It is important to grind to approximately 68% < 45 m to liberate gangue minerals, 
and to reach the desirable size distribution for the pellets feed. The grinding circuits are the last 
stage in the comminution; in this stage the particles are reduced by a combination of impact 
and abrasion (Wills & Napier-Munn, 2006). 

Figure 4. The grinding section in the concentrator plants (CP1 and CP2) with magnetic 
separators.

Keeping traceability in the grinding sections is problematic, since the particle size decreases 
resulting in an increase of the number of individual particles. An example of how the particle 
size distribution is altered during grinding is illustrated in Figure 5. Moreover, the small size of 
the material complicates the possibility to achieve traceability in the grinding sections. Another 
major concern is that each section receives additional secondary material flows from other 
sections producing special products and general spillage within each section. 
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Figure 5. The typical particle size distribution diagram for the input and output in a grinding 
section. In the grinding circuit, the d80 for the particles is reduced from 4000 m to 70 m and the 
variation in particle size is reduced. 

The next step is the pelletising plant. There are two pelletising plants in Malmberget, PP2 
and the old PP1 from 1973. A flow chart over the pelletising plants in Malmberget is seen in 
Figure 6. Several factors make it difficult to achieve traceability during the pelletising process:  

The surroundings of the material constantly change, from slurry to being dry and 
finally heated.
There are several buffers, the result of which is that the flow cannot be 
characterised by a linear flow (lot-sequence mixing).  
Material from different concentration plants are mixed (lot-sequence mixing).
The material flow is split into smaller flows and then merged at several places in the 
production (lot-sequence mixing). 
The material flow differs between the two pelletising plants (lot-end mixing). 
Some of the process steps entail reflux flows (lot-end-mixing).  

After the pelletising plants, the pellets are distributed to the final customers. A flow chart of 
the distribution chain is seen in Figure 7. All three elements that may impair the physical lot-
integrity are represented in the distribution chain:

The transport and storage rooms differ in size (lot-mismatching),  
There are two possible ways of transportation to customer (lot-sequence mixing), 
and
There is no clear separation between batches (lot-end-mixing).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mineng.2008.02.002
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Figure 6. Flow chart for the two pelletising plants at Malmberget. 

PP 1

PP 2

Product silos

Train transport
Product silo Boat transport

Final customer

Figure 7. Flow chart of the distribution chain for iron ore pellets produced in Malmberget.

5.2 Application

Traceability can be created in the concentrator plants (Figure 4) by using the mineralogical 
signature method. The mineralogical signature method is suitable to use since it can achieve 
traceability even when the form of the material is changing, as it does during the 
comminution. Materials from different parts of the process should be sampled regularly and 
analysed, with regard to the content of mineral at different fractions, mineral liberation and 
mineral associations. By doing so it should be possible to trace a product in the concentrator 
plant, since part of the mineralogical signature stays constant during the process.

Samples has been taken from each grinding section and analysed with PTA (Oghazi et al., 
2007). The abundance of analysis data makes it necessary to use multivariate tools to identify 
patterns. By using multivariate analysis it is possible to see correlation between different 
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grinding sections, but no conclusion may yet be drawn (Oghazi et al., 2008). For more details 
of the multivariate analysis on the PTA data, see Oghazi et al. (2008). 

To achieve traceability in PP1 and PP2, several methods have to be used, since no single 
method is preferable for all the different process stages in the pelletising plants. The process 
data method is preferable to use for most of the process sections in the pelletising plant, since 
the material flow can be estimated with existing measurements in the process. However, this 
method is not feasible for the slurry and mixing tank system (steps one and two in the 
pelletising plants presented in Figure 6) and the bin chamber (the fourth step in PP2 viewed in 
Figure 6). One reason is the large buffer in these process sections, which makes it difficult to 
estimate the material flow with the existing measurements. The mixing of two materials in the 
slurry and mixing tank system is another factor that makes the process data method insufficient 
to use for modelling the material flow.

The material flow in the slurry and mixing tank system can be estimated by using a 
chemical or radioactive tracer. The chemical tracer method is preferable here, since the 
material flow can easily be sampled and the size of the system is suitable for using a chemical 
tracer. Selection of a suitable chemical tracer is the next task. At this stage the material flow is a 
mixture of solid and fluids, and as previously discussed, the RTD can differ between solids and 
fluid. However, a previous investigation has shown no significant difference for RTD between 
solid and fluids in rod and ball mills at LKAB (Andreasson et al. 1985). And since the particles 
are smaller (same particle size distribution as the material of Mill#3(out) in Figure 5) in this 
process section, it is assumable that the particles behave as the fluid. Lithium chloride is suitable 
as a tracer, because it is soluble in water, does not affect the process or the end product, does 
not occur in high concentrations, and can easily be analysed.

Estimation of the RTD in the bin chamber can also be made with chemical or radioactive 
tracer methods. Here too the chemical method is preferable. However, lithium chloride is not 
suitable as a tracer element since the material is dry. Fluorescent colour can instead be used as a 
chemical tracer.

The residence time has been measured for the slurry and mixing tank system by chemical 
tracer substance experiments. In the experiments, lithium chloride was added momentarily to 
the flow, and the concentration of lithium in the effluent flow was sampled and analysed. 
Based on the data from the experiments a mathematical model with two tanks was fitted to the 
data. For more details, see Kvarnström and Bergquist (2008). 

In the distribution chain (Figure 7), the RFID technique, the traceable unit method, may 
be appropriate to use for achieving traceability. This method is preferable as the residence time 
in the distribution chain is long and impossible to model by process data, as the material flow is 
a mixture of batch and continuous flows. Furthermore, the material (the pellets) is only 
exposed to insignificant external forces and the material is approximately the same size as a tag. 
The technique could be used to create virtual batches, since it is not realistic to equip each 
pellet with a tag. The tags would be used as the start and the end points of each batch. Process 
data can then be linked to a virtual production batch. Tags could be either attached directly to 
pellets or dropped into the material flow. 

The RFID technique has been extensively tested in the distribution chain. The results 
show that the technique may be used to create traceability in the distribution chain. However, 
to achieve a sufficient read rate, more than 50 per cent, it is necessary to use RFID tags that are 
larger than the pellets. In the test, no significant difference in the behaviour between the larger 
RFID tags and pellets was observed. The tests and the results are further described in 
Kvarnström and Nordqvist (2008).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mineng.2008.02.002
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6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
Through a literature review and discussions with different researchers, suitable traceability 

methods for continuous processes were identified; the methods are summarised in Table I. As 
illustrated above, there are several methods for creating traceability in continuous processes, 
and as the example demonstrates, they are applicable at different types of process sections. 
None of these methods can be seen as a panacea for developing a traceability system, since 
every method has it own strengths and weaknesses. The methods described in this paper 
should be seen as examples of methods, and not as a complete list.

Furthermore, the example shows that by applying suitable traceability methods, it should be 
possible to improve traceability. However, no complete implementation of the methods has 
been made, and it is therefore still uncertain if traceability can be achieved in the iron ore 
refinement process. Though the results are promising, there is still work to do before some 
final conclusions could be made about the possibility to achieve traceability in the iron ore 
refinement process. For example, the analysis data from the concentrator needs to be further 
analysed. In the grinding sections many aspects need to be considered because the material is 
profoundly changed, for example the shape and the composition of the material is changed. 
The RTD of the bin chamber also needs to be investigated before traceability can be achieved.

Table I. A list of identified and described traceability methods with advantages and disadvantages.  

Traceability method Advantages Disadvantages

- Flexible - Dilutes
- Easy to use - Needs sampling
- Low-cost - Based on historical data
- Flexible - Health hazards
- No sampling needed - Permits required
- Interior flows can be measured - Based on historical data

- Easy to use - Hard to find
- Low-cost - Low precision
- Based on real-time data - Initial sampling needed
- High precision - Lower flexibility
- No sampling needed - Can not be used for fluids

- Can only be used at shorter 
distance
- Costly implementation

- Flexible - Large amount of data handling
- Informative - Time demanding
- High analyses precision - Costly

Off-line

On-line

Radioactive tracer

Chemical tracer

Material signature

Process data

Traceable unit - Could be used in process sections 
with both batch and continuous flows

The traceability mind-map presented in Figure 1 gives a structured model view of how a 
company can proceed to reach a sufficient level of traceability in a production process. 
Moreover, the traceability mind-map tries to distinguish the different terms for traceability 
used in the literature. No corresponding attempt to distinguish the traceability terms was found 
in the literature search. Instead, traceability has mostly been defined and used in conformity 
with different authors’ needs.

With the presented traceability methods, it should be possible to create traceability systems 
in continuous processes as well. The resolution of the traceability system in a continuous 
process will, however, often be inferior compared to traceability systems in part production 
processes. One major reason is that reflux flows are more common in continuous processes 
than in part production processes. These types of flows result in the physical lot integrity 
deteriorating during the production process.
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Several of the presented methods display limitations such as low analysis speed and fragility. 
However, many of the methods are still in a development stage. To increase the analytical 
speed and to handle information faster in the mineralogical signature method, it might be 
interesting to use QemSCAN. QemSCAN is an instrument that offers rapid identification and 
analysis of minerals (several thousands per minute) in samples by creating a digital mineral 
image and performing mineralogical analysis on a size-by-size and particle-by-particle basis 
(Pirrie et al., 2004). The possibility to make rapid and different analyses in aspects such as bulk 
and particle mineralogical as well as specific mineral search makes the instrument useful in the 
search for different signatures.  

The usually low product value added in continuous processes is a factor that complicates 
the design of traceability system and selection of traceability methods. However, the authors’ 
firm belief is that traceability can be achieved profitably even in continuous processes. 
Nevertheless, resources are always an important aspect that has to be kept in mind when 
choosing among different traceability methods and designing a traceability system.

The importance of traceability has been continuously increasing as a response to wishes to 
optimise the production process and new regulations. The importance of traceability in 
production processes can therefore not be stressed enough. 
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Abstract
In continuous process industries, large investments in automated process control systems are 
made to reduce variance, but the variance in key process parameters often remain unchanged. 
One reason is that the operators often lack tools to assess the impact of process changes on the 
final product properties. Dynamic simulation could be used to estimate effects of attempted 
changes, on models with current process information and dynamics. However, the use of 
dynamic simulation for such purposes is infrequent in process industry. Therefore, the purpose 
of this paper is to outline a simulation model for mineral processing using existing process 
knowledge. An iron ore pelletizing process was studied, and process knowledge was collected 
through interviews and research reports.  The material flow mechanisms of a critical process 
section were also determined experimentally. A simulation model of the process was 
constructed in SIMULINK, and the effects of various variations were tested. The statistical 
properties of the output distribution of particle residence times were compared for various 
settings.  Finally, various applications field in a mineral process for the simulation model is 
discussed, for example, predicting or explaining effect of corrective actions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The raw material for process industries are often in an unrefined form (as opposed to 
manufacturing industries), fetched directly from forests, mines or farms [1]. Continuous 
processes are commonly found in process industries such as the mineral processing industries, 
the paper and pulp industries, chemical industries and parts of the food industries.  Hence, the 
raw materials for continuous processes (such as minerals processing, paper mills etcetera) are 
usually afflicted with a larger variation of properties. In continuous processes, the products are 
gradually and with minimal interruptions refined through a series of operations [1, 2]. 
According to Rajaram & Robotis [3], there has been technological initiatives, including new 
process technology and automation to control continuous processes, and operational initiatives, 
including development of an effective interface between the operators and the process control 
system, to reduce output variation in the processes. However, in continuous processes the 
variance in key process parameters has often remained unchanged, though large investments in 
automated process control systems has been made to reduce variance [4]. According to 
Rajaram & Jaikumar [4], one reason is that there are no tools for operators to assess the impact 
of changes at individual stages on an overall production target.

Hence, developing tools for studying the impact of changes in the processes is vital for 
reducing the variation. Dynamic simulations could be used to test “what-if:”s, such as response 
to variation in feed, in continuous processes [5]. Therefore, dynamic simulations should be 
useful for studying the impact of changes.  
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According to Daniel T Brunner, pharmaceutical manufacturing, chemical manufacturing, 
and mining and mineral processing industry are areas where simulation has not yet been widely 
accepted [6]. Furthermore, Liu & Spencer [5] argues that there has been limited practical 
application of dynamic simulation in most of the mineral processing industries. Nevertheless, 
there are examples of simulations in the mineral processing industries, see for example [7], [8] 
and [9]. The examples are typically specific for a process section or a case, and based on data 
from numerous experiments.  

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to outline a simulation model for mineral processing 
using existing process knowledge. Moreover, the model can be used to analyze the 
propagation of variation through the process. Furthermore, the impacts of incorrect material 
flow assumptions in various process sections are tested. Finally, the accuracy in the process 
knowledge for a critical process section is investigated by an experiment.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

There are two types of ideal flow systems commonly used for modeling flow systems; plug-
flow and perfectly mixed flow  [10-12].

In a plug-flow system, the flow is assumed to be without radial variations, and no 
dispersions will occur; thus the particles exit and enter in the exact same order. When flows are 
without mixing, the time particles would reside in the system, or the residence time, would be 
equal to the system space time, , and it is defined as: 

0v
V (1)

where V is the volume of the system and v0 is the volumetric flow rate entering the system. 
Plug-flow are often assumed to arise in tubular reactors [12]. In a perfectly mixed flow system, 
concentrations are assumed equal. Hence, the particles entering a perfectly mixed flow system 
are immediately completely dispersed. Perfectly mixed flow is for instance often assumed in 
continuous-stirred tank reactors [12]. However, real flow systems are non-ideal. Short 
circuiting (bypassing) and stagnant region (dead zones) are for instance often encountered [12] 
in real flow systems.  

The particle residence time distribution function of the system, E(t), can be used to describe 
the flow behavior of any real system. The residence time distribution function can, for 
example, be determined by an addition of a tracer substance, such as an impulse addition into 
the incoming flow of a system. By measuring the concentration, C(t), in the effluent flow, E(t)
can be calculated [12, 13]. With impulse additions when the volumetric flow rate is constant, 
E(t) is given by: 

0
)(

)()(
dttC

tCtE  (2) 

The first three distribution parameters, mean residence time, tm, variance, 2
, and skewness, 

s3, are commonly used instead of E(t) for characterization of a flow systems. These parameters 
can also be used for comparison of models, and are given by Eq. 3-5: 
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0
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0

3
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3

3 )()(1 dttEtts m  (5) 

tm is equal to the space time, , in absences of dispersion and for constant volumetric flow. 

3. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The iron ore pelletizing process at a Swedish mining company, LKAB, was chosen as the 
process to investigate and simulate. LKAB is specialized in extracting iron ore and developing 
highly refined iron ore products. A simplified flow sheet of two pelletizing plants, PP1 and 
PP2 is shown in Figure 1. The input to the pelletizing plants is a slurry, that is, a mixture of 
water and fine particles, in this case iron ore powder. Furthermore, the slurry comes from two 
sources with different composition. The ambition of the company is to produce one type of 
iron ore pellets, and, therefore, the slurries are mixed, see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: A simplified flowsheet of the two pelletizing plants (PP1 and PP2) at LKAB in Malmberget. 

4. METHOD

The full research process with activities and the connection to the different element of the 
purpose are summarized in Figure 2, in chronological order. As a first step, all the existing 
process knowledge was collected using internal reports, unstructured individual interviews and 
a group interview with LKAB engineers. The process knowledge was then used to develop a 
map of process flows and residence times, and to outline an initial flow simulation model 
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(hereafter initial model) of the process. The SIMULINK toolbox in MATLAB was used for 
creation and testing of the flow simulation model.   
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Figure 2: The research activities and the connection to the different element in the purpose.  

To analyze the propagation of variations in the process, two settings were tested in the 
initial model, see Table 1, and a sampling interval of one minute was used. Setting 1 illustrates 
a shorter disturbance in one of the incoming slurry flows, in this case slurry 1. Such a 
disturbance could, for example, be caused by a lesser contamination or a variation in the raw 
material. Setting 2 illustrates a shift in the process, such as those that could occur due to 
machinery breakdown or a process change. During the simulations, the levels in the slurry 
tanks and the bin chamber were set to an intermediate level.

Table 1: The two settings simulated  

Setting
1 Pulse disturbance with amplitude 1 from input 1 during the 

period 0 to 0.1 h 
2 Step change from 0 to 1 in both inputs at t = 0 h 

Much of the process knowledge, obtained during the interviews, was based on approximations 
and supporting data were often lacking. The most important section with respect to residence 
time is the slurry tank, and a tracer experiment was therefore performed to validate and 
improve the knowledge about the flow and the residence time distribution of this tank. Due to 
the process design, the mixing tanks were also included in the experiment. A detailed flow 
sheet of the process section including the slurry and the mixing tanks is presented in Figure 3. 
The residence time may differ between water and the solid phase, but it is assumed that the 
slurry does not separate. Lithium chloride was chosen as the additive to test the flow 
mechanisms of the tanks, since lithium chloride is easily dissolved in water, only traces of 
lithium are normally found in the product, and the lithium content is easily measured also at 
trace levels. The lithium chloride was dissolved in water and added as an impulse to the slurry 
mixture entering the slurry tanks and the lithium content of the slurry was measured after the 
mixing tanks and used for calibration of the tank flow model.
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Figure 3: Flowsheet for the slurry and mixing tanks.  

Two tracer experiments were performed, one for each slurry tank section, with six weeks 
in-between. The lithium concentration in the fluid part of the samples was analyzed with ICP-
MS (inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry) after filtration. Roughly, a sampling time 
equaling the calculated space time plus one hour was used during the experiments. The tail of 
the concentration curve was estimated by fitting an exponential decreasing function to the 
experimental data using the least square method. During the experiments, the slurry levels of 
the slurry tanks were at an intermediate level.  

Based on the experiment, the initial model was calibrated. In the calibrated model, the same 
two settings were simulated with the same process flow and levels in different sections. To 
evaluate the result of the incorrect assumption about the process flow, mean residence time, 
variance and skewness were compared for the simulations in the two models. Mean residence 
time, variance and skewness were calculated using numerical integration.

5. RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes the process data, based on the findings in the interviews and the 
internal reports. The data are based on mean levels of slurry in the slurry tanks and on mean 
levels of iron ore powder in the bin chamber. The flow of the plant only differs little during 
regular production, and the process in Table 2 is assumed to be operating at normal flow rates. 
As the process knowledge for the bin chamber was insufficient, the bin chamber was simulated 
both as a plug-flow and as a perfectly mixed flow in the simulations.
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Table 2: Description of the process sections in the two pelletizing plants. (MF= perfectly mixed flow, 
PF= plug-flow) 

Space time 
(hour)  

Process section Function PP1 PP2 

Flow mechanism, as 
estimated by process 
engineers 

Slurry tank Buffer and mixer  7,05 6,85 MF 
Mixing tank Mixing the two slurries 0,02 0,02 MF 
Filters Dewatering the concentrate 0,06 0,03 MF 

Bin chamber Buffer and mixer 0 1,5 
Insufficient process 
knowledge to suggest a 
model flow 

Mixer Blending concentrate with 
a binder 

0,01 0,01 MF 

Bin Buffer 0,7 1,2 PF 
Balling 
equipments 

Balling formation 0,1 0,1 PF followed by a MF 

Sintering furnace Sintering 0,5 0,5 PF with reflux 

The results from the tracer experiments in the slurry and mixing tanks indicate that an 
exponential model was appropriate for describing the decline of the effluent flow 
concentration of an impulse addition at the inflow, but the rapid rise and decline of the lithium 
concentration indicated that the full volume was not active. Non-active volume elements, so 
called dead zones are common, especially for low speed slurry flow, where solid state buildup 
may occur. An exponential decline is typical for perfectly mixed containers, and the active 
volume was thus assumed to be perfectly mixed. Furthermore, the design of the flow system 
suggests that the flow model should incorporate two perfectly mixed containers serially 
connected. The experimental calibration led to a mathematical model including a perfectly 
mixed slurry tank with a dead zone and a perfectly mixed mixing tank, see Figure 4. The 
model was fitted to the tracer data using the least squares regression, and the active volume 
share, , for the slurry was calculated.  
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Figure 4: The matematichal model and definition of the parameters used. In this case the studied 
substance was lithium. 

The effluent flow concentration for the simulations of Setting 1in the calibrated model is 
illustrated in Figure 5a and b. The disturbance in slurry mixture 1 results in an almost 
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instantaneous concentration peak in the effluent flow of PP1, in both the calibrated model and 
the initial model. The result was expected since the flow in PP1 mainly consists of perfectly 
mixed tanks. Furthermore, the concentration peak was higher for the calibrated model; this 
was an effect of the dead volume in the slurry tank. The dead volume, in the slurry tank, 
implies that the disturbance was mixed with a smaller volume of undisturbed product. 

The effluent flow for PP2 with the bin chamber modeled as a plug-flow for the calibrated 
model, see Figure 5b, as well as the initial model had the same appearance, but the peak was 
shifted towards longer times. However, if the flow in the bin chamber was simulated as a 
perfectly mixed flow the peak was more rounded. Moreover, the effect of the disturbance in 
the output was almost two times higher in the calibrated model than in the initial model for 
both PP1 and PP2. Finally, the mean times were shorter in the calibrated model for Setting 1, 
also the variations has decreased. Furthermore, the disturbances in the effluent flow were more 
centered in the calibrated model. 
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Figure 5: The response in the output to a disturbance in slurry mixture for the calibrated model. The 
flow in the bin chamber is simulated as plug-flow (PF) or as perfectly mixed flow (MF). Figure 5a 

shows Setting 1 results for PP1 Figure 5b:results according to setting 1, PP2.  

The response in effluent flow from the simulations of Setting 2 is illustrated in Figure 6. 
The product change, from product 0 to product 1, results in an almost exponential response in 
the effluent flow of PP1, with a short delay caused by the bins before the balling equipments. 
Moreover, the calibrated model resulted in a steeper growth than the initial model. However, 
at approximately 25 hours, the response in the effluent flow for the two models in PP1 
converges. The effluent flow for PP2, with the bin chamber modeled as a plug-flow, has the 
same appearance as the effluent flow in PP1, but is shifted forward in time. However, if the 
flow in the bin chamber was simulated as a perfect mixed flow, the exponential response is less 
steep. A perfectly mixed flow or a plug-flow could be seen as two extremes, in absence of dead 
zones in the bin chamber. Thus, if there are no dead zones the actual flow should be 
somewhere in between these extremes. If there in fact are dead zones in the bin chamber, the 
output from PP2 would instead lie between the appearances in the output from the simulations 
of PP1and PP2. The actual flow in the bin chamber could, for example, have an inverted cone 
flow with dead zones. 

a b
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Figure 6: The concentration response of the output as a function of a product change, Setting 2, for 
PP1 (6a) and PP2 (6b).  

Finally, assuming that a product containing more than 20 % of a by-product, for example a 
50/50 mixture of two product types, would be classified as defective in the simulation. With 
such classification, the output from PP1 in the initial model would be downgraded during 8.5 
hours. In the calibrated model, the production time downgraded was reduced to 5,2 hours. 
The same pattern in reduction was observed for the output of PP2. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In the simulations of Setting 1, it can be seen that the peak in concentration of a short-time 
disturbance is significantly lower in the effluent flow compared to the peak in concentration of 
the short time disturbance in the inflow. Hence, short-time disturbances could often be 
ignored in the pelletizing process. The size and amplitude that can be ignored depends on the 
kind of disturbance, as the customers’ sensitivity differs for various disturbances, for example 
changes in iron content or contamination of a tracer substance. However, there are other 
factors affecting whether the disturbance can be ignored or if countermeasures need to be 
taken, for example the level in the slurry tanks. The simulation model could thus be used to 
select corrective actions in presence of disturbances. Therefore, the simulation model is useful 
as a decision tool to decide how to handle a disturbance in the process. Furthermore, the 
model helps to predict the amplitude of a disturbance in the system as well as when and for 
how long time the disturbance will affect the system at different locations.  

From the simulations of Setting 2 it could be concluded that the full (99%) impact of a 
process change may be lagged up to a day, but also that most of the change will have taken 
place within ten hours, and that not much will change for the first three hours. As the effects 
of changes in the final product often are lagged and slow, the effects of operator’s actions are 
often not visible during their work shift, which makes it difficult for the operators to learn 
about the cause-and-effect relationship between control operations and process reactions. If a 
simulation model, such as the one presented here, was implemented at the operator level using 
on-line data logging, it would be possible to instantaneously simulate when the process 
reaction will take place. In this way the operators can study the result of control operations 
afterwards, and thereby learning the effects of different control actions.

By comparing the responses to the simulation of PP2, where the flow in the bin chamber is 
simulated as a plug-flow or a perfectly mixed flow, effects of incorrect assumptions of a flow in 
a process section are seen. One effect of an incorrect assumption could be that a product is 
classed incorrectly, either as defective instead of correct or the other way around. Moreover, 
an incorrect assumption could result in that the effect of a disturbance is under- or 
overestimated. The passing time of a disturbance could also be misjudged if the assumption of 
the flow is incorrect. For the investigated flow the assumed type of ideal flow, the perfectly 
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mixed flow, was correct, the dead zone was, however, not expected. As real flows seldom are 
ideal, it is important to investigate the flow for process sections with extensive residence time.

One way to increase competitiveness and unit price is to produce customer specific 
products. Another application of a simulation model, such as this one, could be to estimate 
how product changes should be performed, and when the new products will be produced, as 
well as when the products will be out of specifications. Such a model would also let the 
engineers estimate when the new product will enter different process sections, so sections 
settings could be changed in time. If special products are to be produced, the model could 
additionally predict if product changes would cause low grade or defective products to be 
produced, and what products that should be reworked or rejected. The model can therefore 
aid cost benefit analyses used to decide whether production of a special product is profitable, 
and how special products should be produced at minimal costs. 

In the pelletizing process, various settings and levels in process sections are controlled and 
determined by the operator. For example, the filling and discharge of the bin chamber as well 
as the level in the bin chamber may be controlled by the operator. The possibility to control 
certain settings and levels in process sections implies that the operators to some extent may 
alter the process flow to, for example by changing stirring speed. The operation control may 
be used to improve the product characteristics and to minimize defective product by altering 
the process flow. This alteration needs to be based on data from product measurement in the 
process. However, normal product measurements often prevent the application of such 
operation control, since lab results are infrequent and to slow. Process simulations could aid in 
making this type of operation control practical, as simulations could be used to predict 
properties based on lab result of samples taken earlier in the process.  

Simulation models can also be used for improving traceability of continuous processes. 
Examples of benefits with good traceability are: selective product recalls, product localization, 
and prevention and reduction of undesired events such as changes in material composition and 
particle size.

In the simulated mining process, it is the solid phase of the slurry that is of importance, and 
the model was calibrated using lithium content of the liquid phase. The assumption that the 
phases of the slurry has similar residence times is supported by earlier investigations of a milling 
operation [14]. The error associated with this assumption should be small, even though the 
residence times are considerably longer in the tank sections than in the milling sections, since 
the particles of the ore is smaller in the slurry tanks and thus should be less prone to separate. 

In summary, the result shows that simulations are useful tools for understanding the effect of 
disturbances and variations in processes such as the pelletizing process of iron ore. The 
presented simulation model resulted in new knowledge of how disturbances affect the 
pelletizing process. A regularly calibrated on-line installation would improve the usefulness of 
the simulation model further. Moreover, the next step to improve traceability of the iron ore 
products would be to include the whole production process in the simulation model. In this 
case, the concentrator plants, cobbing plants and the mines would be included in the 
simulation model.  
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ABSTRACT

A traceability system simplifies investigation of causes of product failures and is therefore vital for many 
industries. Traceability systems are extensively used in manufacturing industries, but creating traceability 
in continuous processes implies great challenges. The aim of this paper is to illustrate how traceability can 
be achieved in the distribution chain for iron ore pellets. Radio frequency identification (RFID) was used 
as a technique to trace iron ore pellets. Experiments were per-formed to verify the suitability of the 
technique. The results indicate that RFID is an appropriate technique. With one stationary RFID reader, 
about 50 % of the tagged iron ore pellets were identified. Possibilities for higher read rates are discussed. 

Keywords: RFID tag, process industry, residence time, read rate, bulk product

INTRODUCTION
A vital part when working with improvements is eliminating defects and their root cause 
(Duffin, 1995). Defects are often discovered late in the production chain, sometimes by the 
final customer. The traceability, i.e. the ability to trace a product backwards throughout the 
process to locate the cause of a defect, is therefore vital for any industry (ibid). Traceability is 
defined as: the ability to preserve and access the identity and attributes of a physical supply 
chain’s objects (Töyrylä, 1999, page 38). Numerous benefits from using traceability systems 
have been identified, e.g. facilitating investigation of product failures, minimizing the extent of 
product recalls and assuring lot uniformity in products (Juran & Gryna, 1980). Furthermore, a 
traceability system can also be used to trace reasons for positive changes in the final product 
characteristics.

There are four elements connected to traceability; see Steele (1995), Töyrylä (1999) and 
Jansen-Vullers et al (2003):  

1. Physical lot integrity - How large a batch of raw material is and how well the integrity of 
the batch is maintained determine the resolution or precision of the traceability system. 
The resolution of a system is the minimum number of units that cannot be 
individually separated from one another throughout the process, i.e. emanate from the 
same delivery batch.

2. Data collection - Two types of data are needed: process data that records process 
information, and lot-tracing data that keeps a record of movement and merging of 
batches.

3. Product identification - The linking of product and process data.
4. Reporting - Retrieval of data from the system, the actual use of the system.

mailto:Kvarnstrom@ltu.se
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Physical lot-integrity is the single most important factor when designing a traceability system, 
since it determines the maximal resolution of a traceability system. The physical lot-integrity 
for a process is affected by three elements: lot-mismatching, lot-end-mixing and lot-sequence 
mixing (Steele, 1995). Lot-mismatching occurs when a new batch is created and the size of the 
batch does not exactly match the original one. Lot-end-mixing arises if lots are processed in 
repetitive or continuous batches and the organization fails to retain clear separation between 
batches. Lot-sequence mixing takes place if the traceability system depends on the first-in first-
out principle and the process fails to pursue this principle. 

Earlier works on traceability are mainly focused on food and manufacturing industries. The 
focus on food industries in the literature is primarily due to the outbreak of BSE (mad cow 
disease) and the following customer and legislation demands on traceability and traceability 
systems. The solutions discussed in this literature are often branch specific and therefore 
unlikely to suit other branches. Traceability systems are extensively used in manufacturing 
industries and are often relatively easy to implement. The reasons for this are that different 
kinds of tags and readers can be attached to a unit and thereby follow it from raw material to 
end product. Creating traceability in continuous processes implies vast challenges: process flows 
can be parallel as well as serial; sub-processes can be continuous as well as batch-wise. These 
challenges make it impossible to trace a product throughout the system without special 
applications. It is neither possible to trace problems identified by customer complaints back to 
their sources upstream in the process, nor is it possible to determine if other customers are 
affected.

In a continuous process the raw material is gradually processed in an uninterruptedly 
material flow. Continuous processes are often found in process industries like pulp and 
papermaking, mining, metallurgy and the food industry. The input to a continuous process 
industry often consists of few raw materials that are divided into several products during the 
process; the opposite is typically true of the manufacturing industry (Fransoo & Rutten, 1994). 
The added value to products in continuous processes is often very small and the equipment is 
frequently single purpose specialized; high production speed is therefore important (ibid). 

Existing traceability systems in continuous process environments are often based on 
calculation from models of residence time and dispersion in different process steps; see, for 
example, Lundqvist & Kubulnieks (1995). The flow schemes and dispersion are often different 
for the process steps and individual models therefore need to be identified by measurements or 
experiments. In spite of an extensive literature study, no models or guidelines for achieving 
traceability in a continuous process for unpacked bulk products, i.e. different types of pellets, 
was found. Hence, the aim of this paper is to illustrate how traceability can be achieved in a distribution 
chain for an unpacked bulk product in a continuous process.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY OBJECT 
Due to its continuous distribution chain for unpacked bulk products, Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara 
AB (LKAB) was selected as study object. LKAB is a Swedish mining company, specialized in 
extracting and processing iron ore from deposits in northern Sweden. The main product is 
different types of highly developed iron ore pellets that are shipped to customers all over the 
world. In this paper, the distribution chain of MPBO (iron ore pellets produced in 
Malmberget) was studied. MPBO are blast furnace pellets ranging in size from 9 to 12.5 
millimetres in diameter. For a thorough description of pelletizing of iron ore, see Meyer 
(1980). A flowchart of the production process and the distribution chain is presented in Figure 
1.
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Mining Cobbing Concentration Sintering

Product silo

Train Product silo Boat Customer

Product silo

Distribution chain (detailed)

Distribution
chain

Rock Ore 1 Concentrate 2 Concentrate Pellets

Figure 1. Flowchart for production of MPBO at LKAB. The white boxes, between the steps, in the 
flowchart describe the intermediate products in the process chain. The traceability system designed in 
this paper is supposed to achieve traceability for the detailed part (distribution chain) of the figure. 
Finally, the dots in the figure show how the detailed part is connected to the general process flow.  

The traceability system designed in this study is supposed to solve traceability for the 
distributions chain6, the detailed part in Figure 1. After sintering, the iron ore pellets are fed by 
a conveyor belt to one of two product silos, for later transportation by train to either the port 
of Luleå or the final customer in Luleå. On arrival to the port, the iron ore pellets are tipped 
into another product silo before loading and transport to the final customer. All three elements 
that may deteriorate the physical lot-integrity are represented in this distribution chain: the 
transport and storage rooms differ in size (lot-mismatching); there are two possible ways of 
transportation to customer (lot-sequence mixing); there is no clear separation between batches 
(lot-end-mixing). These characteristics make the distribution chain even more interesting as a 
case for developing a traceability system.

There is neither any existing continuous measurement in the distribution chain nor any 
regular change of product, so there is no available method for estimating residence time. 
Consequently, it may be concluded that an instrument must be implemented, temporarily or 
for long-term use, for estimation of residence time. It is important that the instrument gives 
accurate results.

USING RFID TECHNIQUE TO TRACE PELLETS 
Radio frequency identification (RFID) has been used to trace goods in the manufacturing 
industry, and it was decided to try a similar approach for the iron ore pellets product. The 
RFID technique offers the possibility to create a small traceable unit that can be read at some 
distance. The RFID technique resembles the bar code, but has five primary abilities that make 
it different compared to the bar code (Wyld, 2006): it does not require line of sight to be read, 
it can have a unique code, it is more durable, it can hold larger amount of data and it allows 
for almost simultaneous reading of multiple tags. 

An RFID system requires three parts: a tag, a reader, and software forwarding the 
information from the reader. The tag is attached to the object that is to be identified, and 
consists of three essential components; the chip, the antenna and the shell that encloses and 
protects the other parts. The chip holds the unique identification code, and is attached to the 

6 The study presented here is part of an extensive research project that aims at developing the traceability from 
the mine to the final customer. 
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12 millimetres

Figure 2. RFID-tag used for the 
experiment.

antenna. One of the largest advantages of the RFID technique is that it is relatively cheap, i.e. 
the basic types of RFID tags cost less than one dollar.  

The reader assembles information from the tags. To detect the tags the reader generates an 
electromagnetic field, which the tags in the field respond to by sending a signal. The signal 
from the tag is received and decoded by the reader and transmitted to the software. 

Read rate (percentage of RFID tags that can be read) and the working distance between tag 
and reader (read range) are vital factors in an RFID system. Porter et al. (2004) tested what 
environmental features influence the read rate of a RFID-system. They found that the read 
rate is affected by the orientation of the tag, direct contact with metals or liquids, and the 
number of tags inside the capture zone. The read range is determined by the frequency of 
reader and tag, the power of the reader and the tag (for the tags used here, only the power of 
the reader is of interest), the size of the reader and the tag antenna, as well as environmental 
conditions (Wyld, 2006). 

In a continuous process, the RFID technique could be used to create virtual batches; the 
RFID tags would then be imaginary start and end points of a batch. These batches would 
make it possible to trace a certain product back to an approximate production time. The 
interval between the tags determines the precision with which a product can be traced. Hence, 
by using the RFID technique, it should be possible to achieve traceability in the distribution 
chain, and it would also be possible to estimate residence time and residence time dispersion 
continually. As far as I know, the RFID technique has never been used in this way before, and 
therefore needs to be tested prior to implementation. 

EXPERIMENTS
To explore the suitability of the RFID technique, 
experiments were conducted. For the experiments, twelve 
millimetres long glass tags, see Figure 2, were inserted into 
iron ore pellets. During the experiments, a fixed reader 
manufactured by a local company was used. The reader was 
1.35 metres wide and 0.50 metres high. Experiments were 
performed in a laboratory environment and in the actual 
distribution chain.

In the laboratory experiment, the tag reading ability in the centre of the reader antenna, the 
orientation in the x-y plane, and speeds up to two metres/second were examined. To perform 
the tests, a small model of a conveyor belt with adjustable speed was constructed. How the 
different planes relate to the reader antenna is described in Figure 3.

Movement of 
conveyor belt

Reader antenna Conveyor belt

x-y plane

x-z plane y-z plane

Tag  =00 in x-y
plane

Tag =900

right in x-y
plane

Tag =00 in 
x-z plane

Tag =900 up 
in x-z plane

Tag =900

up in y-z
plane

Tag =00 in y-
z plane

Figure 3. The figure demonstrates how the three different planes are related to the conveyor belt and 
the reader. It also illustrates how the different angles ( ) of the planes are defined.  
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For the experiments in the distribution chain, the reader device in Figure 4 was used. At first 
the sensitivity in orientation for stationary tags and tags under slow motion in all dimensions 
was examined. This was done by pushing tags in different angles through the antenna on the 
conveyor belt and observing which angles were detected. 

After the tests conducted on stationary tags, tests were made of how the read rate and accuracy 
were affected by the movement of the conveyor belt. A wooden lath with pre-drilled holes, 
angled from 100 to 900 with intervals of 100, was used for this. To test if the reader could 
detect several tags simultaneously, the lath also had pre-drilled holes closely angled to 450 with 
50 mm intervals. The speed of the conveyor belt was 1 m/s during these experiments. 

Finally, tests were made of what read rates could be expected during loading. Throughout 
the loading, the conveyor belt ran at a speed of 1 m/s and the iron ore pellets bed was between 
0.15 and 0.2 m thick. Twelve tags were tossed onto the conveyor belt during loading to 
examine what read rates could be expected.  

RESULTS
The results from the experiments are described in Table I. To calculate the read rate for the 
conveyor belt without load, the values in Table I were used. The direction of a RFID tagged 
unit cannot be influenced, so the angle of a tag passing through the reader antenna is therefore 
completely random. The possible angles for the RFID tags passing through the antenna can 
subsequently be seen as equivalent to the surface area of a sphere with a radius corresponding 
to the length of the tag. Thus, the fraction of RFID tags that can be detected are identified, by 
calculating the surface area that can be detected by the reader and dividing it by the surface 
area of an equivalent sphere. Since all the intervals in which a tag can be detected are 
equilateral in a specific plane, the formula can be simplified by calculating one section and then 
multiplying it by a constant equal to the number of sections. The read rate was calculated at 
62.6 percent; see Formula (1) for calculations.  

readerby thedetectedbecan that areasurfaceofFraction

(1)626,0
9

cos
3
2solvingequation

4

dsin8

2

3

0

2

9

2

r

dr

A
A

tot

Figure 4. The figure to the left shows the conveyor belt with the mounted reader device. The 
figure to the right shows the antenna of the reader and the dimensions of the conveyor belt. 

Width 1.2 m

Thickness 200 mm
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Table I. The table shows the results from the experiments with the RFID technique. Here  indicates 
the angle of the tag in the specific plane; see Figure 3 for illustration of different values of .

Angles in which tags were not detected 
Experiment x-y plane x-z plane y-z plane 

Minimum distance 
between tags to be 
read, by the reader 
in the x-axis 
direction. Read rate 

Laboratory 
(speed 2 m/s) 

00 10080
right and left

Not tested Not 
tested

Not tested Not tested

Static conveyor 
belt

00 11070
right and left 

00 11070
up and down

All Not tested Not tested

Moving
unloaded 
conveyor belt 
(speed 1 m/s) 

00 12060
 right and left 

00 11070
up and down 

All 150  millimetres 63 % (cal-
culated)

Moving loaded 
conveyor belt 
(speed 1 m/s) 

Not tested Not tested Not 
tested

Not tested 50 %  

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
By comparing the results in Table I, it can be concluded that the speed of the conveyor belt 
seems to affect the read rate. This is in conflict with the result from Porter’s et al. (2004) study. 
A reason for this disagreement might be that the RFID tags, in the experiment presented here, 
are on the verge of the read range, and that the read range is affected by the time in the 
capture zone. Furthermore, the results from the experiments show that the orientation of the 
RFID-tag affects the read rate, which Porter et al. (2004) also concluded. The difference in 
orientation sensitivity between the x-y plane and the x-z plane is explained by the rectangular 
form of the reader antenna.

The read rate with load was 50 percent, which indicates a small reduction compared to the 
read rate without load, which was calculated at 63 percent. This difference is insignificant, 
because of the small number of measurements performed and the large uncertainty due to 
apparatus problems during the test. In the experiments it was not possible to test if the read rate 
was affected by the position in the iron ore pellets layer. However, the initial test with 
stationary tags did not show any dependency between the read rate and the position in the 
bed.

According to Porter et al. (2004), three features affect the read rate. Two of these, direct 
contact with metal or liquids and the number of tags in the capture zone, are not possible to 
control in this application. The orientation of an RFID tag cannot be directly controlled, but 
the sensitiveness can instead be reduced by using several RFID readers in series. The RFID 
readers should then be serially mounted at different angles in relation to the conveyor belt, 
which should result in significantly higher read rates due to reduced sensitiveness for 
orientation. How much the read rate will increase depends on how much the angles can be 
altered and the additional numbers of RFID readers. Nonetheless, the largest improvement in 
the read rate, with just one more RFID reader, will arise if the readers are revolved 450 in all 
planes in relation to one another.

Tags used in the manufacturing industry are usually attached to the single unit or package. 
This is not possible in the iron ore pellets distribution chain, since there is no package that can 
be tagged, and attaching tags to every iron ore pellet is not possible from an economic and 
process point of view. Tags dropped onto the conveyor belt with regular intervals could 
instead be used to create approximate, but immensely better traceability models for the iron 
ore pellets. At least three parameters should be considered prior to deciding on which interval 
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tags should be added to the product flow: the residence time dispersion (amount of mixing) in 
the distribution chain, the gain of a traceability system (how much the cost for defects are 
reduced), and the cost for the traceability system. The residence time dispersion in the 
distribution chain is fixed, while the other two parameters are affected by the interval of tag 
drops and how the organization estimates the lack of quality costs. Residence time dispersion 
can be approximated by dropping several tags momentarily and then observing entry times at 
the reader and repeating this at different production states. Minimum distance between tags to 
be read in series, by the reader, is consequently of interest. The minimum reading distance for 
the system tested here was 150 millimetres.

The experiments indicate that the RFID technique could be used to trace products, 
through a distribution chain in a continuous process. Furthermore, the customers may also 
wish to install readers to keep track of the tags throughout their processes. The customer may 
e.g. use this information to attach tag numbers to complaints. For the iron ore pellets 
production process, the RFID technique makes it possible to achieve traceability from the 
sintering of the iron ore pellets to the blast furnaces of the customers. Hence, the root cause of 
problems/temporarily product improvements becomes easier to trace for problems and 
improvements detected both internally and externally.  

During the experiments, numerous unexpected difficulties occurred. For example, the first 
RFID reader did not stand the environment due to vibration and dust coming into contact 
with sensitive parts during the assembling. The next RFID reader was therefore provided with 
a suspension and a great deal of the assembly was also made in advance in a dust-free 
environment to eliminate the risk of failures caused by dust and vibrations.

The results from the experiments indicate that the suggested application could be used for 
achieving traceability in the distribution chain. However, the technique has not been fully 
implemented in the process. Hence, it is necessary to further implement the technique before 
its suitability can be finally evaluated.  

Moreover, iron ore pellets are a special type of product, even though other industries have 
similar products, and hence some of the findings in this paper may consequently not be valid 
for those.

Finally the RFID-technique is still under intense development. It is therefore the present 
author’s belief that the RFID technique can be applicable in a variety of new fields, if not 
today, then at least in the future. For example, the application used here has shown 
considerably better results, in the experiment, compared to prior expectations.

FURTHER RESEARCH 
First of all, if the RFID technique is to be used for achieving traceability in distribution chains, 
is it necessary that the tag behave like the medium supposed to be traced. Different ways of 
altering tag characteristics should therefore be examined, i.e. different methods of casting 
RFID tags. In addition, it would be of interest to study methodically how the read rate is 
affected by mounting several antennas in series at different angles in relation to the conveyor 
belt.
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Abstract

Sources of disturbances are often difficult to identify in continuous processes, as the process 
flows are complex. There are, however, several methods that can be used to monitor flows in 
complex processes and thereby to improve traceability. Radio frequency identification (RFID) 
technique is one such method that has been extensively used in parts production for improving 
traceability. The application of the technique in continuous processes is, however, sparse. The 
RFID technique offers the possibility to create unique tags with different characteristics that 
can be detected at specific locations in the process flow. With RFID, virtual batches, possible 
to follow through the production process, could be created in many types of continuous 
processes. To report the suitability of using RFID in continuous processes, experiments were 
conducted in a distribution chain of iron ore pellets produced at LKAB in Malmberget. In a set 
of experiments eight tag containers were added to the product flow to test the behavior and 
ability of tag readers to detect the different containers. Three characteristics were varied among 
the containers: shape, coating mixture and size of tag. The results from the experiments show 
that large tags increase the read rate, and that no significant effect on read rate could be 
detected when coating mixtures and shapes were shifted. A conclusion is that the RFID 
technique could be used to improve traceability in the distribution chain for pellets. Finally, 
different advantages of improved traceability in continuous processes are discussed. 
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Introduction
In continuous processes, the raw material is typically unprocessed as it comes directly from the 
natural environment, for instance farms, mines and forests [1, 2]. Continuous processes are 
commonly found in process industries such as the oil, steel, paper, chemical, and food 
industries. The unprocessed raw material is normally afflicted with more variation than the 
processed raw material [1, 2]. To reduce the consequences on the product of the larger 
variation in the unprocessed raw material, and to avoid interruptions in production, large 
buffers and reflux flows are commonly used throughout a continuous process. Because of 
reflux flows, various levels in buffers, and various mixing in the flow, the residence time in a 
continuous process differs among individual products. Predicting when a product passed or 
passes through a process section is thus problematic. It is consequently difficult to identify 
disturbances leading to deviations in the end product, since the location of a product in the 
process at a specific time is uncertain. The disturbances could, for example, be caused by 
variability in the raw material or malfunctions in the machinery. 

By improving the traceability, the causes of disturbances and the product with the disturbance 
could more easily be found in the process. Traceability is the ability to follow a product or 
batch through the process. Methods for improving traceability in continuous processes are 
seldom discussed in the literature. Different methods to improve traceability in discontinuous 
processes are however frequently discussed. One such method is radio frequency identification 
(RFID). Large organizations such as US Department of Defense, Wal-Mart, and Target 
Corporation have all mandated their suppliers to be RFID-enabled [3]. RFID is a wireless and 
automatic data capturing technique that resembles the bar code technique commonly used in 
consumer stores. The RFID technique has five primary abilities that make it different 
compared to the bar code technique [4], viz. it does not require line of sight to be read; it can 
have a unique code; it is more durable; it can hold more data; it allows for almost simultaneous 
reading of multiple tags.  

In some continuous processes, the RFID technique could be used for improving traceability by 
creating virtual batches. The RFID tags, the unique units that can be read, would then be used 
as imaginary start and end points of a batch. By reading the tags, and in that way keeping track 
of the virtual batches, it would be possible to trace a certain product backward and follow it 
forward in a production process.

RFID has been applied a few times in continuous processes, as a tool for improving 
traceability, for example, for tracking batches of coal in coal-fired power stations [5]. However, 
Penttilä et al. [6] argue that the keys to increased use of RFID are modeling, application testing 
environments, and piloting. Hence, further testing of RFID in various environments should be 
of interest, to explore limitations and obstacles. Thus, in this paper we explore the suitability of 
the RFID technique as an aid to constructing models of process flows in continuous processes. 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) 
RFID is an automatic identification system, similar to smart card, that is beginning to conquer 
new mass markets [7]. An RFID system requires three parts: a tag/transponder, a reader, and 
software forwarding the information from the reader, see Figure 1. The tag is either attached to 
a product or dropped directly into the product flow. A tag can be passive, without an energy 
source, or active, with an energy source, usually a battery. The necessity of an energy source 
makes the active tag larger and more expensive compared to the passive tag. The passive tag, 
on the other hand, is supplied with energy by the reader. The passive tag, therefore, has a 
shorter read range and requires more powerful readers. A passive tag consists of three 
components, an antenna, a chip that is connected to the antenna, and a protecting shell. The 
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reader powers and communicates with the tag through radio waves. An RFID reader consists 
of three essential components, an antenna, a transceiver, and a decoder.  

RFID reader 
with antenna

RFID tag/
transponder

Software

Signals from other RFID readers

RF signal

Figure 1.  a: The three parts required in a RFID system. b: An RFID reader mounted at a conveyor 
(to the right).

The read rate (the percentage of RFID tags that are read) and the working distance between 
tag and reader (read range) are vital factors in an RFID system. The read rate is determined by 
tag selection and placement, antenna selection and placement, and reader settings [4]. 
Furthermore, the read range varies from a few millimeters to above 15 meters [7] and it is 
determined by four variables [4]:

the frequency being used for communication between the reader and the tag (higher 
frequency = longer read range but more sensitive to extraneous factors).
the energy available in the system (more energy = longer read range).  
the size of the reader and tag antenna.
environmental conditions and structures.   

According to Want [8], three primary problems are holding back the widespread use of RFID: 
cost, design, and acceptance. There are also extraneous factors in processes that complicate the 
use of RFID. The presence of water and metal in the reading field can, for example, cause 
significant decline in read rate [4]. Furthermore, there is a risk of radio signal interferences 
arising from, for example, walkie-talkies, which can interfere with the functionality of the 
reader [4, 6]. 

Method description 
To explore the suitability of the RFID technique as an aid in constructing models of the 
process flow in continuous processes, it was decided that experiments should be performed in a 
continuous process. Experiments were selected as a research strategy since the research focuses 
on a contemporary event that can be controlled. Before the experiment could be designed, a 
process needed to be selected. 

Process selection and description 
There are many types of continuous processes in which the suitability of the RFID technique 
could be explored. However, the distribution chain of iron ore pellets (hereafter pellets) from 
Malmberget to Luleå at the Swedish mining company LKAB was selected. This process was 
chosen since the flow in the distribution chain is complex and the RFID technique appeared 
suitable to use in an attempt to improve traceability. LKAB is specialized in extracting and 
refining iron ore from deposits in northern Sweden. The primary product is various types of 
highly developed pellets. The pellets in the distribution chain are produced at the two 

a
b
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pelletizing plants, PP1 and PP2. These two pelletizing plants produce approximately 350-500 
metric ton pellets per hour each. A flow chart of the distribution chain in Malmberget is 
presented in Figure 2.  

There are seven product silos in the distribution chain, see Figure 2, which work as 
intermediate stores. Since the pellets level in the silos varies over time, the residence time in 
the distribution chain will also vary. Moreover, unloading and loading of the product silos do 
not follow predetermined patterns. The loading and unloading are instead dependent on the 
level in the silos at the time of departure or arrival of the train or the boat. Furthermore, some 
of the pellets are delivered directly to the customer in Luleå, without passing the harbor 
facility. This delivery implies that the residence time will be shorter. Finally, there is no 
constant time interval between shipments and the capacity also varies between shipments. 

PP 1

PP 2

Product silos
in Malmberget

Train transport

Product silos
in Luleå ore harbor

Boat transport

Final customer

To customer in Luleå

T1

T1

T2 T3

Figure 2.  Flow chart of the distribution chain for transportation of iron ore pellets produced in 
Malmberget to the customer. T1, T2 and T3 indicate where the pellets are transported on 
conveyors. 

The supplier of the RFID equipment considered that the condition for detecting the tags was 
the best during transportation of the pellets on conveyors. The pellets are transported on 
conveyors at three places in the distribution chain before they reach the final customer: first 
from the two pelletizing plants to the product silos in Malmberget (T1 in Figure 2), then 
between the discharge of the train and the product silos in Luleå ore harbor (T2 in Figure 2), 
and finally from the product silos in Luleå to the boat (T3 in Figure 2).

The experiments 
For the experiments an RFID reader was installed at one of the conveyors after the product 
silos in Luleå ore harbor (T3 in Figure 2). The conveyor at T3 is 1.2 meters wide and moves at 
a speed of 1 meter per second. A 1.35 meters wide and 0.5 meters high reader antenna was 
mounted around the conveyor to detect the tags in the pellets flow, see Figure 1b. When a tag 
passes the RFID reader, the reader sends information about the tag to a tag database. The 
information contains:

the tag’s unique identification number  
the numbers of correct readings of the tag during passage of the reader (hereafter 
number of readings) 
the maximal signal strength of the tag during passage of the reader (hereafter maximum 
signal strength) 
the time the tag passed the reader (in seconds from the time the reader was restarted).

To improve traceability in a distribution chain, the tags would have to be dropped directly into 
the product flow to create virtual batches, working as start and end points of each batch. 
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Therefore, to improve traceability the tags need to behave as pellets when handled. According 
to Aranson and Tsimring [9], any changes in mechanical properties, for example size, shape, 
density and surface roughness, may lead to segregation in flows of granular material such as 
pellets. It is also important that a high rate of the tags is read by the reader or else the 
traceability in the distribution chain would not be improved. In the experiments, the following 
factors were consequently of interest to study:

The read rate in the product flow for different sizes of tags, shapes of tag containers, 
and coating mixtures for the tag container.
The behavior in the product flow for different sizes of tags, shapes of tag containers, 
and coating mixtures for the tag container.

Two types of experiments were performed, see Table 1. But before the experiments were 
performed, the read rate and read range with different settings were tested with a 12-millimeter 
long passive glass tube tag. These tests indicated that a read rate of approximately 50 % could 
be obtainable for the current instrumentation, and with that tag type [10].

Table 1. Description of the experiments performed and the position for dropping and reading. The 
tag containers dropped in each experiment are also given. 

Experiment code 
Experiment

form

Position for 
dropping the 

tag

Position for 
reading the tag 

Tag containers 
dropped

Experiment 1A Full-scale T1 T3 A, B, C, D, E, H 

Experiment 1B Full-scale T1 T3 
A, B, C, D, E, F, 

G, H 
Experiment 2 Verification T3 T3 F, G 

The full-scale experiments were divided into two parts, experiments 1A and 1B, performed 
separately. In experiments 1A and 1B, eight different passive tag containers, with various 
coating mixtures, shapes and sizes of tags, were tested. The different containers are described in 
Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 3. Furthermore, the number of containers dropped in each 
experiment is given in Table 1. The containers were dropped in random order onto a 
conveyor after the pellet plants (T1 in Figure 2) with a 30 second interval. The tag 
identification number, type of container and time for drop were recorded upon dropping. 
During experiments 1A and 1B, the transport of pellets was directed to the Luleå ore harbor. 
At Luleå ore harbor, the tags were then read by the reader at T3 in Figure 2, and the 
information from the reader was forwarded to a computer and stored for later use.

Furthermore, one of the interests was to see how the read rate of each tag was affected by the 
stresses induced by the handling in the distribution chain. To investigate the effect of the 
handling, a verification experiment, experiment 2, was performed. In experiment 2 five units 
of container F and five units of container G (the two containers with 22-millimeter glass tube 
tags), were dropped directly after the product silo at Luleå ore harbor. This experiment thus 
included less stressful handling events. The tags of experiment 2 were dropped in random 
order with 30 seconds interval during loading of a boat.
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Table 2. A description of the different tag containers tested in the full-scale experiments.

Characteristics

Number of 
containers
dropped in 
experiment

Tag
container

Size of tag Coating mixture 
Shape 

(size in mm)
1A 1B 2

A
12 mm glass 

tube tag 
60 % hematite and

40 % epoxy 

Rectangular
parallelepiped

(16*6*6 ) 
5 5 0 

B
12 mm glass 

tube tag 
30 % hematite and

70 % epoxy 

Rectangular
parallelepiped

 (16*6*6) 
5 3 0 

C
12 mm glass 

tube tag 
60 % hematite and

40 % epoxy 
Sphere

(13)
5 5 0 

D
12 mm glass 

tube tag 
30 % hematite and

70 % epoxy 
Sphere

(13)
5 5 0 

E
12 mm glass 

tube tag 
Inserted in predrilled pellet 5 5 0 

F
22 mm glass 

tube tag 

75 % dolomite and
25 % polyester 

composite 

Cylinder
(30*13)

0 10 5 

G
22 mm glass 

tube tag 

75 % dolomite and
25 % polyester 

composite 

Sphere
(30)

0 10 5 

H
50 mm 

plastic disc 
tag

Polyvinylchloride
Hexagon

(55 * 60*25) 
5 5 0 

AB

C

D E

Pellet

H

F

G

10 mm AB

C

D E

Pellet

H

F

G

10 mm

Figure 3.  Illustration of the tag containers tested in the full-scale experiments and one pellet. The tag 
containers are coded according to Table 2.
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Results and discussion of full-scale experiments 
The read rates for the different containers in experiments 1A and 1B are summarized in Table 
3. Containers H and G had the highest read rate of the tested containers. Of the tested 
characteristics, tag size was the characteristic that seemed to affect the read rates the most, see 
Table 4 and Table 5.  No significant impact on read rate could however be seen for tag size, 
shape, and coating.

Table 3.  The read rates for the different containers in experiments 1A and 1B.  

Tag
Container

A B C D E F G H

Read rate
(percent)

4/10
(40 %) 

2/8
(25 %) 

2/10
(20 %)

1/10
(10 %)

1/10
(10 %)

4/10
(40 %)

7/10
(70 %) 

9/10
(90 %) 

Table 4. The read rate for different tag sizes (12 and 22 millimeters) and shapes (oblong and 
spherical) in experiments 1A and 1B. No consideration was taken of differences in coating 
mixture. Each cell gives information about read rate, number of experimental units (in 
brackets), and type of container. 

            Shape 
Tag size 

Oblong Spherical

12 mm 33 % (18) A, B 15 % (20) C, D 

22 mm 40 % (10) F 70 % (10) G 

Table 5. The read rate for different coating mixtures (30 % and 60 % hematite) and shapes (oblong 
and spherical shape) in experiments 1A and 1B. The tag size is kept constant at 12 
millimeters. Each cell gives information about read rate, number of experimental units (in 
brackets), and type of container.

            Shape 
Coating mixture 

Oblong Spherical

30 % 25 % (8) B 10 % (10) D 

60 % 40 % (10) A 20 % (10) C 

To investigate if there were, among the read tags, any statistically significant differences among 
the tag containers, the number of readings and maximum signal strength were compared 
among the containers. A multiple sample comparison according to the Tukey-Kramer 
procedure at 5 % significance level was used. The Tukey-Kramer procedure assumes that the 
observations are independent and normally distributed with constant variance. For a detailed 
description of the Tukey-Kramer procedure see [11, pp 94-95].

The number of readings is a discrete quantity and hence not normally distributed. However, if 
the distribution of the residuals from the Tukey-Kramer procedure does not show a clear 
deviation from a normal distribution, when plotted in a normal probability plot, the Tukey-
Kramer procedure can be used at an approximate 5 % significance level. According to Figure 
4b this is the case. The maximum signal strength was expected to be skewly distributed, since 
the observation is a maximum of different measurements. The normal probability plot for the 
residuals of the logarithm of maximum signal strength shows that the residuals approximately 
follow a straight line, see Figure 5b. Hence, the log-transformed maximum signal strength can 
be considered as approximately normally distributed. Levene’s test for equality of variance 
when applied to the number of readings, as well as to the log-transformed maximum signal 
strength, did not show any significant differences at 5 % significance level. However, only large 
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differences will be found when having as small sample sizes as is the case here. Furthermore, 
the assumption of independence seems reasonable, since the containers were dropped in 
random order. The results of the multiple sample comparison for the number of readings and 
the maximum signal strength are presented in Figure 4a and Figure 5a, respectively. y

Container
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s

A B C F G H
-1,5

0,5

2,5

4,5

6,5

8,5

Normal distribution

R
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ua
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-4,3 -2,3 -0,3 1,7 3,7 5,7
-4,3

-2,3

-0,3

1,7

3,7

5,7

Figure 4.  a: The means together with the 95 % Tukey-Kramer procedure intervals for the number 
of readings of the tag during passage of the reader for the different containers in 
experiment 1A and 1B. If the intervals for two containers do not overlap, there is a 
significant difference. Container D and E were excluded from the comparison since only 
one tag of containers D and E was detected. b: the normal probability plot for the 
residuals.

 The multiple sample comparison in Figure 4a shows a significant difference between 
containers A and H only with regard to the number of readings.  No significant difference was 
found between the other containers.

, y
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Figure 5.  a: The means together with the 95 % Tukey-Kramer procedure intervals for maximum 
signal strength for the containers tested in experiments 1A and 1B. If the intervals for two 
containers do not overlap, there is a significant difference. Containers D and E were 
excluded from the comparison since only one tag of containers D and E was detected. b:
the normal probability plot for the residuals. 

The multiple sample comparison in Figure 5a shows significant differences among the 
containers containing the 22-millimeter (F and G) tags and two of the containers containing 
the 12-millimeter tags (A and B), between the container containing the 50-millimeter tag (H) 
and two of the containers containing the 12-millimeter tags (A and B), and between containers 
G and C. No significant difference for maximum signal strength was seen between the 
containers containing the 22-millimeter tags and the container containing the 50-millimeter 
tag and between containers with the same tag size. However, the small number of 

a

a b

b
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observations, on average five observations per container, makes it difficult to find significant 
differences in means among different containers. Hence, if supplementary experiments had 
been performed, additional significant differences may have been found among the different 
containers.

The behavior in the product flow of the different containers was evaluated visually. The 
evaluation was made by comparing the sequence in which the containers were dropped and 
read and the difference in time interval between the dropping and reading of containers. In the 
evaluation, no obvious differences were seen among different containers regarding the 
sequence. However, at one time during the experiments, three tag containers passed through 
the reader almost simultaneously. All three of the containers passing the reader simultaneously 
were of container type H. The passing of the antenna simultaneously is interesting and may 
indicate that container H was not behaving as a pellet.

Results and discussion of verification experiments 
To see if the read rate of a tag was affected by the stresses induced by the handling, the read 
rates for containers F and G were compared between experiments 1B and 2. By comparing the 
read rates from experiment 1B with experiment 2, we concluded that the read rate for 
container G was approximately the same, 70 % (7/10) compared to 80 % (4/5). The read rate 
for container F had, however, decreased from 100 % (5/5) in experiment 2 to 40 % (4/10) in 
experiment 1B.

Four possible reasons for a decrease in read rate, besides randomness, were recognized. First of 
all, as there was a multi-layer bed of pellets on the conveyor, and the position in the pellets bed 
could affect the read rate. If the position in the pellets bed affects the read rate, the same 
decrease should be seen for container G. No differences were however seen for container G. 
Hence, difference in position in the pellets bed was not a likely explanation for the decrease in 
read rate. Another explanation could be that the tags were damaged by heat as the temperature 
of the pellets, at the point of drop, exceeds the temperature limit of the tags. If the heat 
destroys the tags, the same decrease in read rate would be expected for container G, as the 
difference in critical mass was low between containers F and G, while the time spent in the 
heat was extensive. Heat destruction was, therefore, not seen as a likely explanation. The third 
explanation could be that container F was more exposed to abrasion or more sensitive to 
abrasion in the distribution chain than container G. Consequently, the tendency to break could 
be higher for container F, which may explain the decrease in read rate for container F and the 
lack of decrease in read rate for container G. Finally, the probability of a tag disappearing or 
getting stuck in the distribution chain could depend on the shape. For example, flat tags with 
sharp corners may have a higher probability to get stuck in, for example, product silos than 
squared tags with rounded corners. Based on the performed test, no significant effect of the 
shape could however be seen on the read rate, see Table 4 and Table 5. Hence, the shape of 
the tag does not seem to affect the read rate, and differences in shape are not a likely 
explanation of the decrease in read rate.  The decrease can, however, depend on other factors 
than those described. 

Conclusions
The experiments show that the RFID technique could be used to improve traceability in the 
distribution chain for pellets. However, it is necessary to use tags that are larger than pellets, as 
a low read rate was observed in experiments 1A and 1B for the 12-millimeter tags. The 
necessity of using tag containers that are larger than pellets may result in the tags behaving 
differently than the pellets in the distribution chain. No obvious difference in behavior was 
seen during the experiments among the different containers in the distribution chain. Of the 
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tested containers, container G was the container performing best if both behavior and read rate 
are considered. An easy way of increasing the read rate in the distribution chain, for a special 
tag size, is to use several readers with different placements instead of just one. The tag 
placement is another factor affecting the read rate, but the tag placement cannot be controlled 
in a process similar to where the experiments were performed.   

The traceability in the distribution chain would significantly increase by applying the RFID 
technique. The improved traceability gives a better opportunity to see how the products are 
affected by the handling in the distribution chain, as analyses from different stages in the 
distribution chain can be compared. Furthermore, by using RFID it is easier to track defective 
products in the distribution chain, for later disposal or downgrading. Using the RFID 
technique would also make it easier to trace customer complaints back to the production 
process for identification of the sources of the complaints. Finally, RFID could be used for 
investigating if, where, and when flow-induced segregation occurs. 

The heat sensitiveness of the RFID tags was a problem that emerged during the full-scale 
experiment. In the RFID literature the heat problem has not previously been discussed. The 
heat sensitiveness of the tags can however be decreased by coating the tags with a thicker 
protection layer. 

In the experiments, an increase in tag size was shown to have a significant and positive effect 
on the numbers of readings and maximum signal strength. Hence, to achieve a high read rate a 
large tag should be selected. No significant effects were seen on the read rate among the tested 
shapes and coatings. Therefore, it seems that no consideration of coating and shape needs to be 
taken when selecting a tag container. Since the number of read tags was quite small, it would 
be interesting to perform further experiments to investigate more thoroughly the effects of 
different characteristics, such as size, shape, and coating mixture. Before further experiments 
are performed in the distribution chain, it would be an advantage to also install an RFID 
reader at the customer in Luleå. By installing an RFID reader at the customer in Luleå, it 
would not be necessary to direct the pellets to the ore harbor in Luleå. The experiments could 
then be performed during normal operations, which would imply that conclusions could also 
be drawn about the residence time, flow-induced segregation and mixing. Furthermore, it 
would be interesting to perform experiments with the RFID technique in other continuous 
processes and to compare the results. 
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Intervjufrågor 

Område Fråga
Vilka ställdes 

frågan till 
Kan du berätta lite om dig själv t.ex. vad 
du arbetar som, anställningstid? 

Alla

Kan du beskriva dina nuvarande 
arbetsuppgifter, ge gärna exempel på vad 
uppgifterna innebär? 

Alla

Hur länge har du haft nämnda 
arbetsuppgifter?

Alla

Har du arbetat med några andra 
arbetsuppgifter inom LKAB? Kan du 
beskriva vilka i sådana fall? 

Alla

Har du tidigare arbetat för något annat 
företag än LKAB? Kan du beskriva vilka 
arbetsuppgifter du arbetade med där? 

Alla

Vad har du för utbildning i grunden? Alla
Har du utbildat dig vidare under din tid i 
arbetslivet?

Alla

Bakgrunds-
information

Vilka ansvar och befogenheter har du? Alla
Kan du beskriva vad en kund är för dig? Alla
Använder ni begrepp som externa och 
interna kunder? 

Alla

Vilka kunder har du? Alla
Vilka krav har dina kunder? Alla
Vad gör du för att tillfredställa dina 
kunders behov? 

Alla

Hur vet du att din kund är nöjd? Alla
Hur får du information om dina kunders 
synpunkter på dit arbete? Hur ser 
informationsvägen ut från externa kunder 
till golvet 

Alla

Hur kommunicerar du med dina kunder? 
Alla

Finns det några kundkrav där grad av 
uppfyllelse motsäger varandra eller 
inverkar på varandra? Exempelvis stora 
och hållfasta pellets. 

Alla

Hur gör ni i fall kundkraven motsäger 
varandra?

Alla

Finns det intressentkrav som påverkar hur 
väl kundkraven kan uppfyllas? Exempel 
på intressenter är ägare, personal, 
myndigheter, lokalbefolkningen, externa 
organisationer och så vidare. 

Alla

Kund

Deltar kunderna i ert förbättringsarbete? Alla
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Område Fråga
Vilka ställdes 

frågan till 
Diskuterar ni kundkrav kopplat till 
duglighet i processen? 

Alla

Om du ser dig själv som kund vilka är då 
dina krav på föregående steg i processen? 

Alla

Vad händer om ett kundklagomål 
kommer in? 

Alla
Kund

Hur säkerställs att organisationen får reda 
på kundkrav? (nya eller förändrade) 

Alla

Hur sprids information inom företaget? 
Exempelvis information från 
marknadsavdelningen, 
ekonomiavdelningen och så vidare.    

Alla

Hur sprids information till dig från 
externa källor?

Alla

Hur sprider du information till andra? 
(verbalt)

Alla

Vilken information dokumenterar du? Alla
Var lagras den dokumenterade 
information? 

Alla

Information

Vilka har tillgång till den dokumenterade 
information? 

Alla

Vilken del av processen innefattar ditt 
arbetsområde? 

Alla

Kan du redogöra för hur din del av 
processen styrs? Finns det styrprinciper? 

Alla

Hur har styrprinciperna tagits fram? Alla
Vad händer om en styrprincip inte 
uppfylls?

Alla

Kan du påverka utfallet på ett styrvärde? Alla
Finns det några toleransgränser i 
processen?

Enbart
produktionschefer
och processingenjörer

Hur har toleransgränserna tagits fram? Enbart
produktionschefer
och processingenjörer

Vad händer om en toleransgräns över- 
eller underskrids? 

Enbart
produktionschefer
och processingenjörer

Styrprinciper

Kan styrprinciperna och toleransgränserna 
kopplas till de kundbehov som tidigare 
nämndes?

Enbart
produktionschefer
och processingenjörer

Vilka faktorer i din del av processen 
påverkar slutkvaliteten på produkten? 

Alla

Hur har dessa faktorer identifierats? Alla
Går dessa att mäta? Alla

Kritiska
faktorer

Hur kontrolleras de som inte går att mäta? Alla
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Område Fråga
Vilka ställdes 

frågan till 
Vad innebär mätosäkerhet för dig? Alla
Vad innebär mätosäkerhet för dig? Enbart labbchefer 
Hur gör ni hos er när ni tar ett prov? Enbart labbchefer
Vilka tar ut prover? Enbart labbchefer 
Vet alla som mäter varför ni gör det? Enbart labbchefer 
Vilka mätpunkter finns det i processen? Enbart labbchefer och 

kvalitetsingenjörer
Med vilket intervall görs mätningarna? Enbart labbchefer och 

kvalitetsingenjörer
Finns det dokumenterade mätrutiner? 
Hur ofta uppdateras dessa? 

Alla

Vilka analysinstrument används och till 
vad samt hur ofta kalibreras dessa? 

Enbart labbchefen för 
underhåll av 
labbutrustning 

Finns det någon som ansvarar för 
regelbunden kontroll av mätinstrument? 

Enbart labbchefen för 
underhåll av 
labbutrustning 

Hur säkerhetsställs att mätinstrumentet 
klarar av att mäta det ni vill och med 
tillräcklig noggrannhet? 

Enbart labbchefen för 
underhåll av 
labbutrustning 

Mätningar

Finns det undersökningar om 
mätosäkerheten för mätinstrument? 

Enbart labbchefen för 
underhåll av 
labbutrustning 

Vad innebär uttrycket spårbarhet för dig? Alla
Vet ni vad, var, hur och när som det har 
blivit fel i processen om ni får in ett 
kundklagomål? Om inte hur långt bak går 
det att spåra ett klagomål? 

Enbart
kvalitetsingenjörer

Har ni gjort mätningar på hur lång tid det 
tar för partiklar att ta sig igenom olika 
processteg? (tex. Från det att partikel y har 
kommit in i bandugnsverket tar det x 
timmar tills den är färdigbehandlat 

Enbart
produktionschefer,
processingenjörer och 
kvalitetsingenjörer

Vilka mellanlagringar av material sker i 
din del av processen? Hur stort är varje 
mellanlagringssteg?

Enbart
processingenjörer

Om något har hänt hur långt tillbaka i 
processen kan störningen spåras? 

Enbart
produktionschefer
och processingenjörer

Vad hindrar att man ska kunna spåra än 
längre bak? 

Enbart
produktionschefer
och processingenjörer

Spårbarhet 

Sparar ni några prover från processen 
regelbundet? 

Enbart labbchefer och 
kvalitetsingenjörer




